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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Mars Mission Research Center (M2RC) is one of nine University Space Engineering
Research Centers established in June 1988 by NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology to broaden the nation's engineering capability to meet the critical needs of the
civilian space program. It includes North Carolina State University (NCSU) at Raleigh and
North Carolina A&T State University (A&T) at Greensboro. The goal of the Center is to focus
on research and educational technologies necessary for planetary exploration, especially
transportation to and from our Moon and Mars. The research combines mission analysis and
design, hypersonic aerodynamics, structures and controls, composite materials, and fabrications.
This report covers activities of the Center from June 1988 to April 1992.
The Center supports 26 graduate students, 29 undergraduates, 27 faculty and 6 staff. An
additional 88 undergraduates worked on four special projects.
Over the past four years, the Center has graduated 66 B.S., 35 M.S., and 25 Ph.D.
students. The faculty and students published 244 articles of which 71 are refereed journal
publications. One patent was granted, one is under review, and two applications have been filed.
Three facilities at A&T were renovated and a new 7,000 square foot facility was occupied
at NCSU in October 1991. Five laboratories have been developed - composite processing and
fabrication facility (A&T), materials testing (A&T), weaving (NCSU), braiding (NCSU), and
structures (NCSU).
During the past two years, the Center added a new dimension to its program - special
projects which involve analysis, design, construction, and testing. The first two projects were
full-scale research models of a Mars aerobrake and the HL-20 Personnel Launch System. Both
projects received considerable news coverage and appeared in national publications. Additional
projects include a model of a Mars Excursion Vehicle, an Orbiter Ejector, and a Remotely
Operated Vehicle. The Orbiter Ejector is scheduled to fly on Shuttle Flight STS-47 in October
1992. Special projects have increased undergraduate student participation and provided a
mechanism for more interaction between the Universities, NASA Centers, and industries.
The faculty developed 26 new courses related to the activities of the Center. They
conducted four workshops on Interplanetary Spacecraft, Lunar/Mars Aerobrakes, Spacecraft
Controls, and Aerodynamic Heating.
The Outreach Program has developed into a significant component of the Center. Faculty
and students have conducted 12 tours of facilities and given 67 lectures to schools (grades k-12)
and civic organizations.
Dr. Walberg conducted an aerobrake design methodology study with the groups in the
Center. This study combined all the technical areas of the Center in an integrated design to
determine where the technologies were applicable to aerobrakes.
Funding from NASA was $7.8 million with an additional cost sharing of $2.7 million
from NCSU and A&T for the period June 1988 to October 1992. The faculty have obtained
supplemental funding of $7.1 million in contracts and grants. This is indicative of the progress
of the Center towards becoming self-sufficient.
The Center plans to initiate two new thrusts in 1992. With the increased interest in
nuclear propulsion, we plan to expand the mission analysis and design and hypersonic
aerodynamics groups to include studies of nuclear electric and nuclear thermal propulsion
systems. Near term space missions involve robotic exploration of our Moon and Mars. We plan
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to adda faculty memberin theroboticsareato work with Dr. GordonLee on robots and mini-
rovers. The new thrusts will be coordinated with the Office of Exploration, Lunar/Mars Project
Office at NASA Johnson Space Center, and the SEI Office at NASA Langley Research Center.
Over the past four years the Mars Mission Research Center has developed academic and
research programs which are making significant contributions to the space program. The
enthusiasm of the students and faculty continues to grow, and we look forward to even greater
challenges in the Space Exploration Initiative.
°.°
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INTRODUCTION
The Mars Mission Research Center includes North Carolina State University (NCSU) at
Raleigh and North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (A&T) at Greensboro.
The goal of the Center is to focus on research and educational technologies necessary for
planetary exploration, especially transportation to and from our Moon and Mars: for the near
term, robotic exploration and for the far term, human exploration.
The Mars Mission Research Center (M2RC) can trace its origins to August 1987 when
NASA issued an RFP for universities to propose research and training programs to broaden the
nation's engineering capability to meet the critical needs of the civilian space program. Faculty
at NCSU requested faculty at A&T to join with them in submitting a proposal which would build
on the strengths of the two universities. In particular, NCSU had an on-going program in
Hypersonic Aerodynamics and one of the nation's premier Textiles Colleges, while A&T had
established a Center for Composite Materials Research.
A cooperative effort produced a strong proposal which was evaluated in an elaborate
reviewing process by NASA. Of the 115 total proposals submitted, our Center was one of 25
selected for an on-site visit by a team of NASA evaluators in April 1988. NASA then selected
nine universities to fund for a minimum of five years, provided their performance was
satisfactory. We were delighted to have been selected as one of the nine Centers, and the
cooperation between NCSU and A&T has been outstanding. The Administrations of both
universities have provided the Center with strong support and cost-sharing.
The Mars Mission Research Center will complete its fourth year in July 1992. It has
grown from 14 faculty members, 8 graduate students, and 9 undergraduate students to the current
27 faculty, 26 graduate, and 30 undergraduate students. Originally, the Center focused on the
areas of hypersonic aerodynamics, composite materials, and light-weight structures. As the
Center grew, new areas were added -- mission analysis, design, and spacecraft controls. In
addition, the composite materials group was reorganized into two groups -- composite materials
and fabrication methods. The current Center structure was formed to provide better balance of
personnel and to facilitate more coordination between the research areas.
Students and faculty spend part of their time on-site at one of the NASA Centers or
participating industries. Included are NASA's Ames and Langley Research Centers and
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company at Huntington Beach, California. The interactions
with these organizations expose the students to world-class researchers and facilities, as well as
provide thesis and dissertation topics on the cutting edge of technology. We plan to increase the
interaction with other NASA Centers and industries in the future.
During the past two years, the Center added a new dimension to its program -- special
projects which involve analysis, design, construction, and testing. The first two projects were
full-scale research models of a Mars aerobrake and the HL-20 Spaceplane. They were followed
by a Mars Excursion Vehicle, Orbiter Ejector, and Remotely Operated Vehicle. These projects
have increased student participation, especially undergraduates, and provided a mechanism for
more interaction between NCSU and A&T as well as the research groups.
The past four years have been exciting and challenging for students and faculty. We look
forward to even greater challenges in the Space Exploration Initiative.
This report presents activities of the Center from its beginning (June 1988) to April 1992.
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PURPOSE:
1.
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ACADEMIC BOARD
Work with Center Director to insure that the research and academic programs are
consistent.
2. Coordinate personnel, space, and equipment requirements of the Center.
MEMBERSHIP:
Deans and Departrnent Heads of Participating Faculty
CHAIRPERSON:
Rotating for Three-Year Period
CURRENT MEMBERSHIP:
Dean R. A. Barnhardt, Dean of Textiles, NCSU, Chairperson
Dean Wilbur Meier, Dean of Engineering, NCSU
Dean H. L. Martin, Dean of Engineering, A&T
Dr. J. A. Bailey, Head of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, NCSU
Dr. E. D. Brill, Head of Civil Engineering, NCSU
Dr. W. J. Craft, Head of Mechanical Engineering, A&T
Dr. J. J. I-Iren, Head of Materials Science and Engineering, NCSU
Dr. Frank King, Head of Chemical Engineering, A&T
Dr. C. D. Livengood, Head of Textile Engineering, Chemistry, and Science, NCSU
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Director: Fred R. DeJarnette (NCSU)
Deputy Director: Gerald D. Walberg (NCSU)
Associate Director: V. Sarma Avva (A&T)
Mission Analysis and Design
Gerald Walberg, NCSU,
Coordinator
Fred R. DeJarnette, NCSU
William Rasdorf, NCSU
Hypersonic Aerodynamics
Hassan Hassan, NCSU, Coordinator
Graham Candler, NCSU
Suresh Chandra, A&T
Wayland Griffith, NCSU
Scott McRae, NCSU
John Perkins, NCSU
Structures and Controls
Kunigal N. Shivakumar, A&T,
Coordinator
Bill Craft, A&T
Eric Klang, NCSU
Gordon Lee, NCSU
Ivatury Raju, A&T
Larry Silverberg, NCSU
Fuh-Gwo Yuan, NCSU
Materials
Sarma Avva, A&T, Coordinator
Abdul Fahmy, NCSU
Alamgir Farouk, A&T
Juri Filatovs, A&T
Ray Foye, A&T
Jim Redmond, A&T
Sal Torquato, NCSU
Fabrication
Aly E1-Shiekh, NCSU, Coordinator
Shamsuddin Ilias, A&T
Mansour Mohamed, NCSU
Bob Sadler, A&T
Leon Skeen, A&T
Gary Tatterson, A&T
HL-20 Research Model and Mars
Excursion Vehicle Projects
Robert Vess, NCSU, Project
Director
Dean Driver, NCSU
Orbiter Ejector Project
Larry Silverberg, NCSU, Project
Director
Aerobrake and Remotely
Operated Vehicle Projects
Gordon Lee, NCSU, Project
Director
Other faculty participating in but
not supported by M2RC:
Mission Analysis and Design
Tony Danby, NCSU
Hypersonic Aerodynamics
ND Chokani, NCSU
Lonnie Sharpe, A&T
Structures and Controls
Bert Chukwu, NCSU
Wes Doggett, NCSU
Tom Miller, NCSU
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Year
1988-Actual
1988-Goal
1989-Actual
1989-Goal
1990-Actual
1990-Goal
1991-Actual
1991-Goal
1992-Goal
FACULTY AND STUDENTS SUPPORTED BY M2RC
(All U.S. Citizens, Minorities in Parentheses)
Five-Year Goals and Actual Numbers
Qraduate Students Under_m'aduates
14(0) 8(1) 9(7)
14(0) 14(3) 12(6)
21(1) 15(4) 17(9)
21(2) 15(4) 12(6)
27(2) 22(4) 30(11)
22(4) 20(7) 12(7)
27(1) 26(4) 30(8)
23(4) 20(7) . 12(8)
24(5) 20(8) 12(8)
NCSU
A&T
GWU
TOTAL
15 (1)
12
27 (1)
Current Faculty and Students
Graduate Students Undergraduates
20 (3) 12 (2)
4 (1) 18 (6)
2
26
w
(4) 30 (8)
ENGINEERING
TEXTILES
PHYSICAL &
MATHEMATICAL
SCIENCES
TECHNOLOGY
Participating Colleges and Departments
Departments
Mechanical and Aerospace, Civil, Electrical and Computer,
Material Science and Engineering, Chemical
Textile Engineering, Chemistry, and Science,
Textile Materials and Management
Mathematics, Physics
Manufacturing Systems (for projects)
Appendix A lists all students graduated who worked with the Center and the thesis and
dissertation titles.
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RESEARCH OVERVIEWS
Research overviews for the five technical groups in the Center are given on the pages
which follow. Descriptions of the research projects are given in the format of technical
highlights in Appendix B.
MISSION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
G. Walberg, Coordinator
The research in mission analysis and design has been carded out in three primary areas:
(1) the comparative evaluation of various Mars mission scenarios studied by NASA, in the
aerospace industry and here in the Mars Mission Research Center, (2) the assessment of
aerobraking as a feasible strategy for reducing the energy requirements for Mars missions, and
(3) the conceptual design and analysis of a Lunar-return aerobraking vehicle.
In the area of mission scenario evaluation, the starting point was a review of prior and
ongoing studies in NASA and the aerospace industry. This was followed by complementary
MzRC studies and the identification of near consensus mission profiles and vehicle designs for
the baseline opposition-class Mars missions. Physiological constraints on deceleration during
aerocapture were assessed and Earth-return aerobraking studies were carded out to identify the
preferred strategies for manned return from Mars.
Next, detailed studies of parking orbit precession and lifetimes were carded out for Mars
and the Moon and optimal strategies for Martian ascent and rendezvous were defined.
Most recently, a complete survey of both near term and far term Mars mission scenarios
was carded out and the primary candidates for initial manned missions were compared with
regard to (a) exposure to reduced gravity, (b) exposure to space radiation, and (c) initial mass in
low Earth orbit. It was shown that the choice of initial mission scenario depends to a large extent
on the amount of physical deconditioning caused by long-term exposure to Martian gravity and
that both chemical/aerobraking and nuclear thermal systems are strong candidates.
Aerobraking studies demonstrated the interaction between mission strategy and aerobrake
design, identified mission opportunities compatible with aerobraking and demonstrated large
potential mass savings. Studies were carried out which showed that the greatest mass savings
occurred for missions with relatively high Mars entry velocities. One significant finding was that
aerobraking is specially beneficial for fast-transfer conjunction class missions.
Various flowfield analysis techniques were studied to assess their ability to predict
accurately the aerodynamic characteristics of aerobraking vehicles. The Sine-Squared
Deficiency Method was shown to be significantly superior to Newtonian theory while still being
simple enough for use at the conceptual design level. As part of these studies, it was pointed out
that the opportunity exists to validate flowfield codes by carrying out highly refined CFD
analyses of available flight and ground test data that have never been subjected to rigorous
analysis. Several theses are presently being written based on such analyses.
The Lunar-return aerobrake design activity has been carded out to promote interactions
between the Mission Analysis, Hypersonic Aerodynamics, Structures and Controls, and
Materials and Fabrication Teams within the center. An aerobrake geometry similar to the Viking
aeroshell was chosen and used as a focus for aerodynamic, structures and controls analyses.
Three structural concepts-truss, semi-monocoque and honeycomb shell have been analyzed.
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Distributionsof aerodynamicloadsandheatinghavebeencomputedanda fuel-optimal control
algorithmhasbeendeveloped. A two-passaerobrakingstrategywasdevelopedwhich hasthe
potentialfor producingsignificantreductionsin aerobrakeheating,aerodynamicloadsandmass.
Future work in missionanalysisanddesignwill continue to addressaerobrakingMars
missions but will be broadenedto include advancedpropulsion systems,especially nuclear
electricandnuclearthermalvehicles,aswell asrobotic LunarandMarsmissions. This research
will be closely coordinated with the new research being carried out in the Hypersonic
AerodynamicsGroup on aerothermochemicalanalysisof nuclearelectric and nuclearthermal
systems,andthenewresearchon roboticsin theStructuresandControlsGroup.
Selectedhighlites from the Mission Analysis and Design researchare presentedin
Appendix B.
Hypersonic Aerodynamics Research
H. A. Hassan, Coordinator
Hypersonic Aerodynamics research at the Mars Mission Research Center has two major
objectives. The first is the development of analytical and computational tools needed to define
the thermal environment for both Mars and Earth entry. This entails the efficient calculations of
flows in the presence of thermal, chemical and radiation nonequilibrium using both continuum
and Monte Carlo approaches. The task is being accomplished through the development of in-
house codes that use a variety of computational techniques combined with appropriate grid
adaptation and through the continual improvements of underlying physical models.
The second is the development of the instrumentation for, and the performing of,
measurements in fluid flow facilities that are capable of simulating reentry flows. Because of the
lack of facilities at the Center, we had to rely on facilities at NASA's Ames and Langley
Research Centers and the Naval Surface Warfare Center at White Oak.
It became evident as a result of interaction with the above Centers that the flow quality of
some of the existing experimental facilities leave a great deal to be desired. As a result, an effort
is underway devoted to the development of modem techniques for the design of hypersonic
nozzles. These methods are based on the complete or parabolized Navier-Stokes equations and
not boundary layer/method of characteristic approaches.
Our hypersonic aerodynamics research is sufficiently mature so that we are now
computing 3-D flows about candidate aerobrake configurations. The heat transfer and surface
pressure distributions resulting from these computations are being used in our mission analysis,
materials, and structures research.
Appendix B gives a summary of the advances and contributions made by our students and
faculty. As may be seen from the summary, the depth and breadth of the Hypersonic research
carded out has no parallel at any other university. In addition, course offerings in Hypersonic
Aerodynamics and related areas make this University the premier university for training
prospective leaders in this important area of research.
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Structures and Controls Research
K. N. Shivakumar, Coordinator
The primary focus of the structures and controls research was to develop a technology
base and guidelines to design weight efficient structures and their control systems for space
applications, in particular for a manned mission to Mars. Although the technology developed in
this program has wide applications in aerospace structures, the case studies were conducted on
aerobrakes. The structures research was focused on three areas: design, analysis, and packaging
of aerobrake structures; basic research to develop advanced theories and numerical methods to
model nonlinear problems (material, deformation, and boundary); and damage tolerance design
methodology for pressurized space structures. The aerobrake design was based on the "hot-cold"
concept. The aerobrake structure was designed as a two layer system, an outer hot layer made up
of a heat resistant thermal protection system (TPS) and the inner cold layer made up of aerospace
structural material. The two critical design requirements of the aerobrake structures are the
aerobrake mass (sum of structure, structural joints, and the TPS) must be less than 15% of the
vehicle mass, and the local deformations of the structure must satisfy the pop-out deflection
criteria of the rigid TPS (0.1 inch over a span of 40 inches). Several axisymmetric shell
aerobrakes suggested by the aerodynamic configuration studies were analyzed. Three types of
constructions, namely, composite tubular truss, shell-stringer, and sandwich concepts were
considered. The linear stress and local-global buckling analyses were conducted, and the weight
efficiency of different configurations and material systems was evaluated and compared with
each other. An interesting conclusion from this study was that the mass (or the thickness) of the
aerobrake is strongly dependent on the pop-out deformation criteria of the TPS. Test studies on a
kinematically scaled 1/10 model of a sandwich honeycomb aerobrake are underway to verify the
analysis and to understand the failure mechanisms. In addition, fundamental studies were
undertaken in the area of stress analysis, buckling analysis, and new algorithms development. A
higher-order shear deformable shell theory for nonlinear composite materials and buckling
solutions for rectangular plates with cut-outs and partial support restraint were developed. New
analysis methods and finite-element algorithms for vector and parallel processing
supercomputers were developed. Existing finite-element codes are being rewritten for parallel
processing computers. A finite-element algorithm and the code DYAN3D, based on the dynamic
relaxation method, were developed for CRAY type parallel processing computers.
Research in the area of controls was focused on the development and implementation of
controls algorithms on test articles representative of a variety of spacecraft (for example, lightly
damped platforms, satellites, antennas, aerobrakes transfer vehicles). Two types of algorithms
were developed, namely, impulse control for minimum fuel and minimum time performance and
adaptive compensation. In the impulse control method the spacecraft performs a reorientation
maneuver using minimum fuel or minimum time. The algorithms govern the switching of valves
in the propulsive control system. In the adaptive compensation method, the spacecraft or space
robotic system is controlled by assuming that either the dynamics of the system is partially
unknown (model uncertainty), or the environment is unknown. For example, the mass of a
payload attached to a manipulator can be unknown, or an aerobrake can be subjected to unknown
aerodynamic disturbances. The ground test verification of the above control methods was
conducted on flexible beams, multi-bay truss structures, aerobrake shells, and multilink robotic
systems.
Specific research conducted by various investigators in the structures and controls group
are summarized in Appendix B.
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Composite Materials Research
V. Sarma Avva, Coordinator
Introduction :
The overall objective is to assess the suitability of textile and other composites as
structural materials in the design of spacecraft comp?nents. The research topics in textile and
other composite materials being addressed by the M2RC faculty may broadly be divided into
three areas, viz., (1) Modeling and analyses of textile preforms and composites, (2) testing for
and evaluation of the basic mechanical properties of the textile composite materials, and (3)
study of the mechanical behavior of some of the generic spacecraft components that are
fabricated using the textile preform and traditional tape-laying technologies. Some of our
colleagues in the processing and fabrication group are using various infiltration/molding
techniques to achieve consistent properties from testing the 3-D textile composites.
Modeling and Analyses :
Prof. Filatovs' work, in part, is concerned with the study of the properties, structure, and
the fracture toughness of 3-D braided composites. A number of property limiting correlations
have been made in this study between the load condition and the structural features resulting in a
rule based description of the failure process. In particular, worst-case conditions for runaway
crack growth have been determined. The principal geometric features needed for modeling, such
as fiber inclination, tow architecture, and fiber distribution and homogeneity, have been
identified and a surface/volume mapping of the braid structure has been made. A simulation-
modeling has also been made of the random packing of a typical braided structure to determine
intra- and inter-tow packing densities.
Specimen geometries and testing procedures have been developed to measure the crack
initiating force for various notch orientations. This force has a two to one ratio depending on
whether the notch is parallel or perpendicular to the braid axis. A qualitative understanding of
the fracture characteristics and a quantitative estimate of the critical energy release rate to initiate
cracking have been determined. The influence of anisotropy and symmetry have been studied.
The early stage energy absorbing mechanisms, and their sequence, have been identified. The
tendency of braided composites to diffuse the damage over a wide volume makes the
unscrambling of the contributions of specific mechanisms difficult. In order to reduce the effect
of large volumes of inherently present brittle matrix, microballoons have been embedded in the
matrix as crack path deflectors. Preliminary results appear promising.
Prof. Foye is concerned with the strength analysis of braids. Conventional laminate
analysis is insensitive to most observed braid failure mechanisms. Unit cell analyses are
complex and unproven for strength prediction. A simpler model is needed which predicts all the
observed failure phenomena, cut edge effects, specimen size effects, tow size effects, open hole
effects, and notch effects as well as braid geometry and constituent material property effects.
Such a model is presently being developed based on a lattice beam element attached to similar
adjacent elements by sets of discrete mechanical springs which model the interstitial matrix
functions. The resulting analysis resembles that of a finite length beam on discrete shear, tension
and moment spring supports.
Profs. Fahmy and Foye are also working to evaluate some of the thermal properties of
composites. In particular, Prof. Foye has written a very general computer analysis program that
predicts all the 3-D coefficients of thermal expansion for fabric reinforced composites.
Experimental correlation has been obtained.
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Prof. Fahmy's approachto predict the thermal conductivity of fibers and fibrous
compositesincorporatesa variety of isotropic fibers in an epoxy matrix, each to producean
unidirectionalcompositeof the samevolume fraction (40%). A mastercurve wasdeveloped
relating thetransverseconductivity of the compositeto that of thefiber. This mastercurve is
thenusedto calculatethetransverseconductivity of any fiber (whetherisotropicor anisotropic)
by measuringthetransverseconductivityof thecompositeincorporatingit. It wasfound thatthe
abovetechniquefor transversefiber conductivity while viable, canonly beusedfor fibers that
haveconductivityrangingfrom anorderof magnitudeaboveto anorderof magnitudebelowthat
of the matrix. Other mastercurveshave to be produced with matricesof widely different
conductivities. Experimental results of the P120 graphite reinforced composites were in
agreementwith analyticalpredictionsfor theunidirectionalandcross-plycomposites.
Prof. Fahmy wasalso studying to characterizethe microstructuralchangesthat occur
when3-D textile compositesare thermallycycledandto evaluatetheeffect of suchchangeson
the elastic, strength,andthermal expansionbehavior.It was found that the principal effect of
thermalcycling resultedin extensivecrackingof theresin in the resin pocketsof the preform
compositesand,to a lesserextent,crackingin theresinof thefiber tows. Cracksweretransverse
to thefibersaswell ason theresinpocket-towinterface. No damageto thefiberswasobserved.
Both the modulus and strength of the composites deteriorated with thermal cycling and the
thermal expansion coefficients were reduced. Most of the changes occurred after a small number
of thermal cycling with little or no change on further cycling. The changes in properties are
attributable to changes in properties of the bulk resin, which were also determined, as well as
deterioration of the resin/tow interface.
Prof. Foye is also involved in the analytical prediction of the changes in some of the
thermoelastic properties of a fabric reinforced composite as a result of introducing interstitial
voids and fillers in the bulk matrix. Through this study, a computer analysis method has been
established for predicting the effects of interstitial matrix voids and fillers on the various elastic
moduli and coefficients of thermal expansion of fabric reinforced composites. The analysis is
applicable to a broad range of design problems related to composite struts and secondary
structural elements of aerospace vehicles. It will provide guidance for the corresponding
ongoing experimental work related to fabrication and testing of braids with filled resins.
Materials Testing and Evaluation :
Many factors affect the mechanical properties of the fiber-reinforced composite materials.
In particular, in the case of textile composites, factors such as the quality of preform, 'tightness'
of preform, braid angle, degree of curing, fiber volume ratio, specimen location, voids and air
pockets, uniform density, uniform fiber distribution, and others affect the properties.
The research work of Prof. Ilias attempts to address on such factor, viz., to provide
reliable data on fiber-volume content of graphite-epoxy textile composites. The fiber content of
a composite must be determined to ascertain the apparent strength and modulus of the composite.
It may be further used to evaluate the quality of a fabricated specimen. This work is an on-going
activity.
It is a common understanding that 3-D textile composites may exhibit superior impact
damage tolerance as compared to the traditional 2-D laminated and woven composites. Prof.
Fahmy has undertaken a study to evaluate and compare the property retention after high velocity
impact of 2-D ply and cloth laminates and 3-D woven composites, and to determine the
usefulness of the four-point bending test in monitoring the property degradation. As expected,
the f'mdings are that the projectile impact caused significantly greater damage to 2-D composites
than to 3-D composites. The superiority of the 3-D composites was more evident in strength
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retention than in modulus retention. The impact energyfor barely visible damageand for
penetrationin all constructionsof 3-D composites,and for cloth reinforced laminatesdid not
varymuchfrom oneto theotherbutwasmuchlower in thecaseof regularlaminates.Theeasier
to perform four-point bendtestprovedto be a sensitiveand consistentway for assessingthe
impactdamage.
In thedesignof aerospacecomponentswith any textile composites,the basicmechanical
propertiesand the factors that affect thesepropertiesare to be evaluated. With this in the
background,Prof.Awa hasbeenevaluatingthetensilepropertiesof 3-D braidedand,to a lesser
extent,thewovencompositesfabricatedfrom textilepreforms. Sincethebraidedcompositesare
'inherently' weakerin tensionmodewhencomparedwith their 'equivalent' tapelaminates,axial
fibers were introducedin the 3-D braidsto improvethe mechanicalpropertiesfurther, andthe
preliminary test resultsare found encouraging. In order to improve the specific mechanical
propertiesof thetextile composites,a novelapproachto fill thevoidsor 'excess'resinwith glass
microballoonswas undertaken. Preliminary results indicate that the suggestedapproachhas
goodpotentialto realizeimprovedspecificpropertiesin textile composites.
Our experienceto-datewith 3-D textile compositesindicatesthat novel or improved
specimenfabricationtechniquesarenecessaryin orderfor thesecompositesto competewith, or
perhapsexceed,thecapabilitiesof 'traditionaltapelaminates,including the 'unit' cost. With this
in mind, a novel approachto fabricateaxial testcouponsfrom 3-D tubular geometriesis being
addressed.The specimengeometryfallsbetweenthatof a 3-D braidanda triaxial braid. Initial
experimentalresults arevery promising in determiningthe mechanicalpropertiesof braided
compositesin a costeffectivemanner. Upongainingadditionalexperiencewith this technique,
thefatiguebehaviorof this typeof braidedcompositematerialwill bestudied.
Applications to Spacecraft :
As alluded to earlier, textile composites, on a selective basis, may have a good potential
to replace either traditional metallic or tape laminates in the design of spacecraft structural
components. The structural analysis group has been developing several aerobrake models
suitable for transportation to Mars and, more recently, to the Moon. The processing and
fabrication group has been building these as scale-down models for the purpose of model
validation and testing. A Moon aerobrake model (1/10 scale) is being built using polyester resin,
two fiberglass skins sandwiching a polyvinyl foam. Prof. Farouk will soon be instrumenting this
Moon aerobrake model to test for shell deflections (or for local buckling) under an aerodynamic
(pressure) loading. The ensuing results are expected to validate the analytical predictions.
Prof. Farouk is also evaluating the effectiveness of integrally braided or woven stiffened
(two stiffeners) composite panels using experimental and analytical methods. The results are
also being compared with results from testing 'equivalent' aluminum and fiberglass composite
panels. Several sets of bending tests have been performed to assure repeatability. The analytical
methods have been validated for an aluminum panel, for which the material properties are well
established. Process induced variations in panel geometry require extensive normalization of
test results. Detailed analyses, using FEM, unit cell modeling of constitutive properties, and
beam theory have been used to cross-check all such normalizations. The final results, however,
show excellent consistency and indicate that braids are more effective than weaves for use as
reinforcements in the type and geometry of stiffened panels studied. The weakness of weaves
can be explained by considering the fiber orientation within the composite, which shows that
weaves expose the transverse side of fiber bundles to load, a direction in which the fibers are
almost useless as reinforcement. However, other 3-D weave architectures may fare well in
comparison to 3-D braids on a selective basis.
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As anapplication,Prof.Filatovsis developingmethodsof joining andattachmentfor 3-D
braidedcomposites. The introduction of loadsinto thesematerialsraisesthe issuesof load
concentration,clamp-up,and loaddistribution. It is plannedto test coupons,tubes,and small
componentsusing commercial aircraft fastenersand fabricatedjoints. It is anticipatedthat a
hybrid method involving braids,conventional laminates,and metal inserts will be required.
Learningspecimenshavebeenfabricatedandtested; braidedtubeswith filament-woundover-
layershavebeenfabricated,ashavenodejoints with inserts. Pull-out and shear-outtestshave
beenmadeonbraidedcouponsandT-sections.We havegainedanintuitive senseof thematerial
behaviorandhavesomeprovisionaldataonbolt holebehavior. In additionto theneed to fasten
braidedmaterials,their toughnessandenergyabsorptionmaybeadvantageousfor components,
suchasattachments,andin high impactareas. It is alsoimportantto studybraidedcomposites
under realistic,andcomplex,loadconditions.
Designwith tubulargeometryis basicin manyaerospacestructu.resusingtrussmembers.
With this in mind,Prof.Foyewasworking to providea programfor rmnumzmgstructuralweight
andmaximizingthecritical safetymarginfor individual compositetrussmembers.A computer
programwaswritten thatp.resentsgraphicallytheresultsof changingfiber orientationanglesand
tubediameteron compositetrussmemberdesign. The critical marginsof safetyfrom stress,
stiffnessandstability analysesareplotted for eachincrementaldesignchange. The optimum
designcanbeobservedvisually. This approachpermitsthedesignselectionprocessto consider
all forms of constraints such as lack of an adequatedata baseor cost and manufacturing
considerationsthat areignoredin mathematicaloptimizationroutines. Many examplesof truss
member design were considered. Load and stiffness requirementswere taken from prior
aeroshelltrussdesignstudies. Modestsavingsin theweightof tensionmemberswererealized.
Large savingswererealizedin compressionmembers.Reorientingfibers hadmuch lesseffect
on trussweights than tubediameterchanges.Average weight savings were in the 10 to 15%
range with over 30% savings in some highly loaded compression members.
Future Plans :
We propose to continue our future research activities with advanced composite materials
with applications to the aerospace components in the following major areas:
Materials Modeling and Analyses
Materials Testing and Evaluation
Applications to Aerospace Vehicles
Individual faculty have expressed their proposed future research plans on the brief
technical highlights in Appendix B. Their proposed work, individually and collectively, is still
under the above three major areas.
Complimenting the current and proposed individual areas of research are also the
following overall thrusts that must be satisfied by the materials research group :
The research must fit the needs of different generic propulsion mechanisms
(Chemical/Aerobraking or Nuclear)
Thin-walled pressure cylinders ( tankage, life supporting modules, etc.)
Optimum designs for truss members using a combination of conventional and textile
technologies
Optimum designs for structural members and sections
Continue to study the basic factors that affect the mechanical properties of materials
Develop rapid evaluation techniques to improve the quality of textile composite materials
processing
Continue to develop realistic scale-down component models for better visualization of
changing physical phenomena
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Fabrications
A. EI-Shiekh, Coordinator
Faculty and students from both NCSU and A&T have worked extensively together on the area of
fabrications. A free exchange of information and experience has allowed students from both
universities to get hands on experience in preform production and consolidations. Through these
cooperative efforts, members of the fabrications group have worked on the following areas:
Development of textile machinery for the production of preforms for composite materials
Production of complex, near-net shape preforms
Determination of causes of voids and methods of void minimization
Determination of fiber volume fraction through established ASTM test methods
Development of consolidation techniques for 3-D textile preforms, both simple and
complex in shape (including compression, autoclave, and resin transfer molding)
Introduction of glass microballoons to improve crack resistance
Use of pultruded axials to improve compressive strength
Mechanical evaluation of composite materials (including tensile, compression, damage
tolerance, three and four point bending, bearing behavior
Researchers have developed machines and techniques to successfully produce and
consolidate textile preforms. This work has resulted in one issued patent, one pending patent and
two patents under consideration. Findings from the various projects have been the subject of 50
scientific presentations of which 36 were published. Furthermore, three courses at the
universities are incorporating information on composite materials.
The achievements of the fabrications group have sparked the interest of a great number of
companies both in the United States and abroad. Investigators are working with the following
organizations:
Amercom
Applied Research Associates
Duke University
Du Pont
General Electric
Kaiser Aerotech
Lawrence Livermore National Labs
Lord Corporation
MBB
Michigan Molecular Institute
Nippon Oil
Pratt and Whitney
Rolls Royce
TRW
Graduate and undergraduate students alike have gained valuable hands on experience,
preparing them for careers in composites and the affiliated industries. Details of the research
projects are given as technical highlights in Appendix B.
The future of the fabrications group includes projects in the following areas:
Development of fabrication processes which enhance the mechanical performance of 3-D
textile composites, especially improving mechanical damage tolerance and vibration
damping
Determine the biaxial mechanical properties of cylinders made from 3-D textile preforms
Development of additional textile machinery for the production of composite materials
Development of a statistical correlation from resin digestion tests
Development of a data base for design applications in space structures
Comparison of various textile composites to maximize their use in space structures
Details of the research are presented as technical highlights in Appendix B.
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SPECIAL PROJECTS
HL-20 Personnel Launch System
Project Director: Robert Vess
Students and researchers from the Mars Mission Research Center and NASA Langley
Research Center unveiled a full-scale research model and cradle of the I-IL-20 Personnel Launch
System on Friday, September 14, 1990 at N. C. State University. Participants in the unveiling
ceremony included Dr. Larry K. Monteith, Chancellor of NCSU; Dr. Edward B. Fort, Chancellor
of A&T; Fourth District Congressman David Price; Mr. William Piland, Chief of Space Systems
Division at NASA Langley; Robert Vess, Thurman Exum, and Fred DeJarnette.
Robert Vess, lecturer in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at NCSU, was the
project director. He was assisted by Dean Driver, '85 graduate of NCSU and previously with
Scaled Composites, Inc. Thurman Exum, professor in the Department of Manufacturing Systems
at A&T served as the project leader in Greensboro. Howard Stone, Del Freeman, and Bill Piland
of the Space Systems Division, NASA Langley Research Center provided overall coordination as
well as the external geometry of the HL-20. Charlie Cockrell and Mac MacConochie provided
invaluable assistance.
Robert Vess and Dean Driver started with a class of 55 students at NCSU in January 1990
to develop the structural design of the model. Seven of these students worked full time on the
construction of the fiber glass model from May 1990 until the unveiling. Thurman Exum, Don
Wilson, Dennis Hugley, and Robert Williams worked with five students at A&T on the design
and construction of the cradle and interior arrangements for the model. Installation of interior
components is to be done later.
The model, which is 29.5 feet long and has a wingspan of 23.5 feet, is designed to hold
eight passengers and two crew members for a three-day journey. With its wings folded, it can fit
into the cargo bay of a space shuttle. The HL-20 is designed to have an approximate weight of
24,000 pounds and be able to achieve speeds of 20-25 thousand mph.
The model will be used at Langley and at Johnson Space Center to study crew seating
arrangements, habitability, equipment layout, crew ingress and egress, and maintenance and
handling operations.
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The cradle is a steel truss structure twenty three feet long, eight feet wide, and three feet
deep. The primary purpose of the cradle is to support the HL-20 fully loaded and to raise it from
a horizontal to a vertical position. It will also serve as a support for the HL-20 when it is
transported by truck.
The PLS is currently being studied by NASA researchers as a possible supplement to the
Space Shuttle Program. It would be used to carry personnel and small cargo to and from an
Earth-orbiting space station, where a Mars spacecraft would be built and launched. Other
possible uses for the PLS vehicle include satellite maintenance and astronaut rescue.
NASA/NCSU Orbiter Ejector Project
Project Director: Larry Silverberg
In October 1990, NASA Johnson Space Center asked our engineering students at NCSU
to design and fabricate a prototype of a "get away special" shuttle flight experiment that ejects
calibration spheres into orbit. The purpose of the project is to improve our ability to detect
smaller objects (less than 10 cm diameter) in space using ground-based tracking systems.
The Mars Mission Research Center responded to this request by forming an
interdisciplinary design project composed of 40 undergraduate students in aerospace,
mechanical, and electrical and computer engineering. The project is being carried out this spring.
General Background
Natural meteoroids are part of the interplanetary environment. They sweep through Earth orbital
space at an average speed of 20 km/s. A total meteoroid mass of 200 kg is currently within 2000
krn of the Earth's surface. Most of this mass is made up of meteoroids on the order of 0.1 mm in
size.
In contrast, within this same 2000 km altitude range, we find as estimated 3,000,000 kg of
man-made orbiting objects called space debris. These objects are found in mostly high
inclination orbits and sweep past one another at an average speed of 10 km/s. Most of this mass
is concentrated in approximately 3000 spent rocket stages, inactive payloads, and a few active
payloads. A smaller amount of mass, approximately 40,000 kg, comprises the remaining 4000
objects currently being tracked by U.S. Space Command radars. These objects are
predominantly fragments that originated from more than 90 satellites.
Recently, high resolution ground telescope measurements of orbiting debris have revealed
smaller objects in space. A total mass of approximately 1000 kg of orbital debris of 1 cm or
smaller has been detected. Furthermore, analysis of hypervelocity impact pits on the returned
surfaces of the Solar Maximum Mission satellite has shown that these objects are traveling at
relatively high velocities. This quantity of mass traveling at high relative velocities poses a
serious problem. Indeed, the previously described orbital debris environment is much more
hazardous than the natural meteoroid environment to spacecraft orbiting within the 2000 km
altitude range. Orbital debris will also be a concern for Space Station Freedom.
Experiment Background
The NASA/NCSU Calibration Spheres Project is one component of a research effort that
will ultimately improve our understanding of the debris in low Earth orbit (LEO). More
specifically, signatures of the calibration spheres (man-made and/or natural) will be collected
from optical and radar telescopes. These signatures will then be analyzed, and estimates of the
albedo (reflectivity) and size of each object will then be correlated with the known calibration
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spheres.The specificpurposeof theCalibrationSpheresExperiment(conductedby NASA JSC
engineersandscientists)will be to correlatecontrolledempiricaloptical andradarsignaturesto
objects of known physical dimensions and compositions have predeterminedalbedo and
scatteringproperties.
StudentTeams:
The 40participatingstudentshavebeendivided into five teams: four competingdesign
teamsandanorbital safetyteam. Thecompetingdesignteamsareeachfabricatingaprototype
of the "get away special" flight experimentthat ejectscalibration spheresinto orbit, while the
orbital safety teamwill investigateissuesassociatedwith orbital safety. The teamsare each
composedof eight students: one electrical and computer engineering student and seven
mechanicalandaerospacengineeringstudents.
The project is beingcarriedout in threephases.The first phaseis a conceptualdesign
phaseending with a preliminarydesignreview (PDR-1). The nextphaseinvolves refining the
conceptualdesignto preparefor the secondpreliminary designreview (PDR-2). The PDR-2,
like the PDR-1,consistsof presentationsmadeby eachmemberof eachteam;however,unlike
thePDR-1,it representstheendof theconceptualdesignphase.At this time NASA JSCScience
Advisory Boardmemberswill bepresentin theaudienceevaluatingthedesignsandviewing the
earlyversionsof theprototypes.
The thirdphasefinalizes theconceptualdesign,theprototypes,andtheshopdrawingsin
preparationfor thecritical designreview (CDR). TheCDR washeldat NASA JSCin Houston,
Texasin May 1992. The review concludedwith a dinner andan announcementof the design
teamwinner.
Theorbiter ejectorsandsphereshavebeenfabricatedandtestedat JSC. Theexperiment
is scheduledfor STS-47flight in October1992.
Aerobrake Project
Project Director: Gordon Lee
One option for delivering large aerobrakes to space entails shipping the structure in
pieces, followed by on-orbit assembly. This effort focused upon the fabrication of a Mars
aerobrake mock-up and testing the structure in a series of underwater neutral buoyancy tests that
address this on-orbit assembly issue. The effort was sponsored by McDonnell Douglas Space
Systems Company (MDSSC) in Huntington Beach, California. The aerobrake mock-up design
(done in the Fall of 1989 and Spring of 1990) was based upon a baseline shape of 32m by 27m to
provide an L/D of at least 0.5. Three pieces (petals) and part of the central core were selected for
fabrication; these pieces provide candidate assembly tasks under the constraint that the mock-up
must fit into the 21.3m diameter, 10m deep underwater test facility (UWTF) tank at MDSSC.
The mock-up contains several features which may be used in on-orbit assembly: hard
docking latches to connect the petals, soft docking alignment pins, truss assembly with joint
fasteners, close-out panels for the thermal protection system (TPS), hand and foot restraints for
extra vehicular activity (EVA) and visual cues for assembly ease. The entire work was made
neutrally buoyant to simulate in-space operation.
Swim through tests were performed in June using scuba-equipment to verify both the
structural soundness of the mock-up and viability of the proposed assembly procedures while a
second series of tests were done in October with an EVA-suited subject and telerobotic arm.
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The resultsdemonstratedthat astronautscan align largedimensionalcomponentsand
activatehard docking latcheswith reasonabletime and effort. The candidateTPS close-out
conceptprovedto be lesseffectivethananticipatedandfurther developmentwill benecessary.
MDSSC is continuingwith this effort with additionalhardware;other assemblyscenariosare
scheduledfor March 1992.
Another option for shippingan aerobrakeinto spaceinvolves "folding" the structure
during launchanddeployingthedeviceoncein space.
During the 1990-91period, seniorstudentsdesigneda deployableLTV (lunar transfer
vehicle) aerobrakeand fabricated a 1/10 model, for demonstrationpurposes. The design
includedcomponentsattachedto the shell, including payload, crew module and propellant tanks.
Deployment was achieved by having the centerpiece attached to a stationary fixture, say the
Shuttle RMS, while the two ends of the aerobrake are deployed and fastened automatically.
Check-out procedures to guarantee complete deployment were developed. Further, a typical
launch scenario for a lunar-earth return was constructed to illustrate the capability and feasibility
of a deployable aerobrake. The design was presented at the Southeastern Regional AIAA
Student Design Conference April 1991.
Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) Project
Project Director: Gordon Lee
There exists many similar issues between planetary exploration rovers and underwater
exploration vehicles. In particular, both types of devices must operate in buoyant conditions and
many designs use human remote operation to generate commands and receive sensor data.
Limited visual conditions may exist for both types of vehicles. Test scenarios usually include
obtaining samples of the environment.
In order to address some of the issues associated with remotely operated manipulators as
well as in order to satisfy some of the desired functional requirements of an existing underwater
ROV, UNCW/NOAA sponsored a project with M2RC to design and fabricate water and ocean
floor samplers to be attached as end-effectors to the ROV manipulator arm. In the Fall of 1991,
four undergraduate student design teams developed several sampler designs, analyzed the
concepts with prototype working models, presented preliminary design reviews and critical
design reviews and began fabrication. Two water samplers and two ocean floor samplers will be
delivered to UNCW/NOAA this spring 1992. These devices will be used in actual underwater
research activities through the Marine Research Center located in Wilmington, North Carolina.
Further, some of these designs warrant further study as candidate end-effectors for planetary
rovers.
Mars Excursion Vehicle
Project Director: Robert Vess
A North Carolina State University team of faculty and students in the Mars Mission
Research Center (M2RC) has completed a one-twentieth scale model of a Mars Excursion
Vehicle for Boeing Defense & Space Group of Huntsville, Alabama.
Boeing is studying the concepts for such vehicles and is making recommendations to
NASA. Since most of the mission profiles incorporate an aerobrake as a primary and/or
secondary element, extensive analysis of aerobrake configurations which address the trajectory
definition, aerocapture, heating, and descent/ascent issues has been undertaken. The present
configuration represents a High L/D aerobrake configuration which has emerged from such
studies.
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TheextensivecompositeprototypingcapabilitieswhichNCSU demonstratedthroughthe
fabricationof theNASA HL-20 Full ScaleResearchModelpromptedBoeingto commissionthe
M2RC to designand build a scalemodel of a specifiedHigh L/D Mars Excursion Vehicle
concept. The project wascooperativelyfundedby Boeing, theM2RC, andthe North Carolina
SpaceGrantConsortium.
A four-man team was assembledto fabricate the vehicle. Robert Vess, a lecturer in
mechanicalandaerospaceat NCSU,wastheproject director. DeanDriver, a 1985graduateof
NCSU andformer engineerwith ScaledComposites,Inc., servedasthe compositespecialist.
Two undergraduateaerospaceengineeringseniors,Erik Johnsonand Alan Shepard,were the
studentmembersof theteam.
SinceBoeingintendedto investigateinternalcomponentlayout optionswith themodel,a
shell structurewhich allowed completeaccessto the available internal volume was required.
Thisdictatedtheuseof typical compositemoldingmethods.
Geometricdefinition of thevehiclewasprovidedby Boeingin theform of adigital CAD
f'de. This datawaspost-processedat NCSUin order to smooththe loft contoursand allow the
extractionof specifiedplanarcrosssections.Thesecrosssectionswereplotted, transferredto
polystyrenefoam sheets,andcut to shape.The individual foamsectionswerebondedtogether
on ajig andthencontouredandfiberglassedto form a master. Severalpliesof fiberglass/epoxy
were applied over the masterto form the models. The fiberglass/foam/epoxysandwichparts
were then formed in thesemolds. Structuraldetailsandfastenerswere addedto completethe
assembly.
Although the fabricationprocesswasonly briefly describedabove,it is actuallya rather
exhaustiveprocess. However, the combinationof innovative and experiencedstaff members
with theobviously enthusiasticstudentsprovidesa level of productivity which is hardto find in
many work environments. In this case,a high quality Mars Excursion Vehicle Model was
completedin lessthansix weeksin orderto meetBoeing'sobligationto makeit availablefor the
company's75thAnniversaryCommemorationin lateSeptember.
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An evaluationof this andothersuchindustry/universityprojectsrevealssignificantand
mutual benefits for all involved parties. In addition to receiving a high quality model at an
extremely reasonablecost, the contracting organization establishesfirm contact with the
University and theM2RC,which leadsto obviousresearch-relatedpossibilitiesandinteraction
with possiblefutureemployees.TheUniversity,andmorespecificallytheM2RC,further fulfill
their charteredtaskof attractinggoodstudentsandestablishingafoundationonwhich to educate
themin areaswhichparallelthedirectionof theaerospaceindustry. And finally, thestudentsare
offeredan opportunity to participatein a high visibility project which contributesto a current
large-scaleindustry program. This not only provides experience,which makes them more
marketableupongraduation,but also servesasa remarkablemotivational tool which enhances
their appreciationfor their chosencourseof study.
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STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN SPECIAL PROJECTS
AEROBRAKE PROJECT
Undergraduates (20):
Jonas M. Batten, ME
Kenneth Beasley, ME
Kenneth Beaty, AE
Robert Bendl, AE
Steven Bouchelle, ME
Frank Brauns, AE
Paul W. Carpenter, AE
Inho Choi, AE
Price Cook, AE
Blake Deal, ME
Graduates (2):
Eric Clark, AE
Jonathan Hamilton, ME
Scott Goller, ME
Alan D. Hoffler, AE
Samuel Moses, ME
Ray Neel
P. D. Nguyen, AE
Scott Ruta, AE
D. C. Smith, ME
Russell Smith, ME
Robert Stanley, II, ME
Gary Tao, AE
Undergraduates (20):
Greg Alexopoulos, AE
Robert Brewer, AE
Mike Burchell, AE
Kevin Burton, AE
Joel Cate, AE
Keith Cochran, AE
Mike Duncan, AE
Chris Edge, AE
Bill Gibbons, AE
Adam Kelly, AE
HL-20 PERSONNEL LAUNCH SYSTEM
Michael Lewis, AE
Robert Long, AE
Stephen McLeod, AE
Heather Pauley, AE
Brian Platz, AE
David Robinson, AE
Alan Shepard, AE
Joe Steffen, AE
Scott Tetterton, AE
Matt Young, AE
Undergraduates (41):
Ayberk Abayhan, ME
Trey Arthur, III, AE
Greg Ashe, ME
Bernard M. Blell, AE
Christopher P. Budahl, AE
John G. Bulluck, ME
William K. Carpenter, AE
Brad Clark, ME
Joseph T. Cody, ME
Michael H. Duncan, AE
Clu'is Edge, ME
Navin Jafer, ECE
Erik W. Johnson, ME
ORBITER EJECTOR PROJECT
James Joy, ME
Morton Knutsen, ECE
Chad Leatherwood, ME
Michael R. Lewis, ME
Edward James, ME
Robert Long, AE
Julie Manning, AE
Samuel L. Martin, ME
Stephen McLeod, AE
Thomas Hunter, ME
Andy Mueller, ECE
Michael A. Norton, ME
Michael M. Orwin, ME
Cannon Parkinson, AE
David F. Robinson, ME
Paul J. Schumacher, ME
Alan Shepard, AE
Peter Sramka, ME
John C. Thomason, ME
Matt Thompson, ME
Robert Trask, ECE
Christopher Tridico, ME
John D. Tucker, ME
Eric S. Warren, ME
Karen Watts, ME
Theodore M. Yost, ME
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REMOTELY OPERATED VEHICLE
Undergraduates (16):
Cynthia Allred (ME)
Patrick Baker (ME)
Gary Bulluck (ME)
Jeff Cope (ME)
James Dalton (ME)
Jon Dewar (ME)
Paul Fontenrose (AE)
John Kandara (ME)
Kris Kemp (ME)
Tom Kingsley (ME)
Todd Lee (ME)
Mike Norton (ME)
Marco Orsini (ME)
Brian Peterson (AE)
Joe Sechler (AE)
Darrell Soyars (ME)
MARS EXCURSION VEHICLE
Undergraduates (2)
Erik Johnson (ME)
Alan Shepard (AE)
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NEW COURSES
During the past 4 years the faculty of the Mars Mission Research Center have developed 26
courses to complement the research being performed at the Center. The courses, along with the
title and instructor, are listed below.
Course No. Title Instructor
North Carolina State University
MAE 589A Mechanics of Composite Structures Klang
MAE 589E Optimal Control Theory Lee
MAE 589I Ascent and Energy Vehicle Analysis Walberg
MAE 589M Composite Shell Structures Yuan
MAE 589N Viscous Elasticity Yuan
MAE 495N Aerospace Structural Design Klang
MAE 589G Estimation Theory Lee
MAE 589W Digital Filtering-Control Lee
MAE 589R Methods in Aerospace Engineering Perkins
MAE 686H Computational Methods Structural Vibration Silverberg
MAE 686K Viscous Hypersonic Flow I DeJarnette
MAE 686J Computation of Materials Klang
MAE 686M Computational Fluid Dynamics McRae/Hassan
MAE 6860 Re-entry Aerothermodynamics Hassan
MAE 686D Computation of Reacting Flows Candler
MAE 686K Viscous Hypersonic Flow II Candler
MAE 686A Numerical Analysis of Anisotropic Structures Klang
MAE 686R Classical Analysis of Anisotropic Structures Klang
MAE 686 Computation of Hypersonic Flows Candler
MAE 559/659 Molecular Gas Dynamics I & II Hassan
MAE 686 Physical Gas Dynamics Hassan/Candler
Course No.
ME 346
ME 574
ME 660
ME 708
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Title
A&T State University
Materials Laboratory
Mechanical System Design
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Energy Method in Applied Mechanics
Instructor
Sadler
Filatovs
Chandra
Shivakumar
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RESEARCH FACULTY
Dr. Gerald D. Walberg joined the NCSU faculty in July 1991 as professor of
mechanical and aerospace engineering and is serving as deputy Director of the Mars Mission
Research Center. Prior to assuring his present position, Dr. Walberg worked for 32 years at the
NASA Langley Research Center and, following his retirement from NASA, taught for two years
at the George Washington University/NASA Joint Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences.
Dr. Walberg attended Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (VPI & SU),
receiving a B.S. degree in 1956 and an M.S. degree in 1961, and North Carolina State University,
receiving a Ph.D. in 1974. Following graduation from VPI & SU, he worked for a year at
Aircraft Armaments, Inc., in Baltimore, Maryland, and then in 1957, joined the staff of the
Langley Laboratory of NACA. From 1957 to 1961, Dr. Walberg carried out research on
transonic aerodynamics, with special emphasis on unsteady aerodynamic theory and aeroelastic
phenomena. After NACA became NASA, Dr. Walberg switched his field of research to high-
temperature gas dynamics and ablation theory. In this work area, he published numerous papers
and was involved in the analysis and testing of the ablative heat shield for the Apollo Command
Module. Since 1970, Dr. Walberg's research has centered around the phenomena of radiatively
coupled flow fields, the aerothermodynamic characteristics of planetary entry vehicles, and the
analysis of advanced space transportation systems. He was selected Head of the
Aerothermodynamics Branch of the Space Systems Division at NASA Langley Research Center
in 1975 and in this capacity, directed a broad-based research program which included both
theoretical analyses and experimental investigations. A major portion of this research was aimed
at supporting NASA's planetary probe missions (Viking, Pioneer Venus, Jupiter Probe) by
developing more accurate methods for predicting heating and aerodynamic characteristics.
Continuing his career at NASA, in 1979, Dr. Walberg selected to participate in the NASA
Executive Development Program, being assigned to NASA Headquarters' Space Systems
Division, OAST. Also in 1979, Dr. Walberg was selected as Chief of the Space Systems
Division at Langley Research Center. In October of 1988, Dr. Walberg was promoted to the
position of Deputy Director for Space at Langley. In this capacity, he assisted the Director for
Space in planning, directing and coordinating the space-related research, technology and science
activities of the Center.
In July 1989, following his retirement from NASA, Dr. Walberg accepted the position of
research professor of engineering and applied science with the NASA/George Washington
University Joint Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences (JIAFS). Dr. Walberg also leads a
cooperative George Washington University/North Carolina State University program to carry out
mission analyses under the NASA-sponsored Mars Mission Research Center at North Carolina
State University.
The author of more than 40 scientific papers, Dr. Walberg has lectured at major European
aerospace research centers and also throughout Australia. In 1983, he received the NASA Medal
for Outstanding Leadership, and in 1988 he received the Presidential Rank of Meritorious
Government Executive.
Dr. Walberg has been an active member of the AIAA since his student days, serving in
many leadership capacities. He is a Fellow of the AIAA and has served as Associate Editor for
the AIAA Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, and member of the Space Systems and Space
Transportation Technical Committees. He currently is an Associate Editor of the Journal of
Thermophysics and Heat Transfer.
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Dr. Gordon K. F. Lee was appointed a research professor in the Department of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at NCSU in July 1989. He directed the Lunar/Mars
aerobrake mockup project sponsored by McDonnell Douglas.
Dr. Lee received his B.S. in Electrical Engineering from the University of Hawaii in 1972
and his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Electrical Engineering from the University of Connecticut in
1974 and 1978, respectively. He was a member of the faculty at Colorado State University from
1978 to 1989, where he held the position of Professor and Director of the Institute of Robotic
Studies in the Department of Electrical Engineering.
Dr. Lee has been involved in the areas of digital and optimal control for many years. His
research interests are in the area of computer-aided control analysis and design, nonlinear and
decentralized control, and parallel architectures for control methodologies. Recently, Dr. Lee has
been investigating flexible structures, focusing on non-collocated issues and on the development
of experimental testbeds for real-time control.
Over the past few years, Dr. Lee has been collaborating with the Structure Dynamics
Branch at NASA's Langley Research Center on issues associated with test methods for
multiflexible body structures and currently has a NASA contract in this area.
Dr. Lee has published over 100 technical reports, conference papers, and journal articles.
Dr. Fuh-Gwo Yuan joined the NCSU faculty as assistant professor of mechanical and
aerospace engineering in July 1989. Dr. Yuan previously worked as a research engineer at the
National Center for Composite Materials Research at the University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign.
Dr. Yuan received his B.S. degree in engineering Science from the National Cheng-Kung
University, Taiwan in 1977; his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
from the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois in 1981 and 1986, respectively.
Dr. Yuan's areas of research include buckling and postbuckling analyses of composite
structures; stress, failure and fracture analysis of composites, polymeric materials and structures;
and high-temperature mechanics and mechanical behavior of advanced composites.
Dr. Yuan is an active number of AIAA, the American Academy of Mechanics, and the
American Society of Testing and Materials.
HONORS AND AWARDS
Dr. Eric C. Klang, assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering at
NCSU, has received three distinguished awards for his teaching this past year. He was selected
as one of four recipients of an Alumni Outstanding Teacher Award at North Carolina State
University. At the May 12, 1990 graduation exercises, he received a certificate and a $1000 cash
award.
In addition, Dr. Klang was one of eighteen NCSU faculty members in 1989-1990 selected
to receive an NCSU Outstanding Teacher Award with its $1000 cash prize. Nominated by
committees of students and fellow faculty, he will become a member of NCSU's Academy of
Outstanding Teachers.
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Dr. Klang wasalsochosento receivethe 1989RalphR. TeetorEducationalAward for his
outstandingwork involving engineeringstudents.The awardwasgiven during the Aerospace
Technology Conferenceand Exposition that was sponsoredby the Society of Automotive
Engineers on September 25-28.
Dr. Fred R. DeJarnette, professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering at NCSU,
received the O. Max Gardner Award from the UNC Board of Governors. He was honored for his
outstanding accomplishments as a scientist, engineer, and teacher. The award, given annually
since 1949, was established by the will of former Governor O. Max Gardner to recognize faculty
who have "made the greatest contributions to the welfare of the human race." It is the only honor
for which all faculty members of the 16 UNC campuses are eligible. The 1990 award includes a
citation and $5,000 cash prize.
Dr. DeJarnette was the recipient of the 1988 RJR Award for Excellence in Teaching,
Research and Extension. The award was presented at a ceremony on October 4, 1989. This
prestigious award was established through the NC Engineering Foundation to recognize annually
"the superior accomplishment" of an engineering faculty member in areas relating to the
university's three-fold mission of teaching, research, and extension.
As part of the award, a lecture was presented on November 9, 1988 entitled "Humans to
Mars: How Do We Get There."
Serving as the director of both the Hypersonic Aerodynamics Program and the Mars
Mission Research Center, Dr. DeJarnette is the author of more than 45 papers in refereed journals
and symposia and is internationally known in the area of computational and experimental
aerodynamics. Concepts and methods he developed in computational fluid dynamics and heat
transfer are used today throughout the aerospace industry.
In recognition of his outstanding faculty service to the university, Dr. DeJarnette was also
named Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professor at NCSU in 1990. This award was $3,000 for
each of two years.
Dr. Graham C. Candler, assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering at
NCSU, received the Best Technical Paper Award in Thermophysics at the 1990 AIAA
Conference on Thermophysics. Dr. Candler received his Ph.D. from Stanford University and is
participating in the activities of hypersonic aerodynamics. Prior to coming to NCSU, Dr.
Candler was employed at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
Dr. William R. Rasdorf, associate professor of civil engineering at North Carolina State
University, has been awarded the 1990 Walter L. Huber Civil Engineering Research Prize by the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). The award was presented during ceremonies at
the ASCE annual convention in San Francisco in November. The ASCE has honored up to five
top researchers each year since the award was established in 1946.
Rasdorf, who works in the area of engineering design, is exploring innovative ways to use
computing and computer data bases to store information for use in computer-aided engineering
design, and analysis systems. Dr. E. Downey Brill, Jr., head of the NCSU Civil Engineering
Department, noted that the number of research grants Rasdorf has received from the National
Science Foundation, NASA, and industry, indicates the quality and significance of his research.
Rasdorf is frequently called upon to take part in national and international professional
conferences.
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Rasdorfhasbeena two time NASA-ASEE SummerResearchFellow at NASA Langley
andhasa numberof studentsparticipatingin boththeLangleyAerospaceResearchersSummer
ScholarsProgramand the GraduateStudentResearchersProgram. In 1985,he received the
National ScienceFoundationPresidentialYoung InvestigatorAward. In addition to being a
memberof a numberof scientific advisory boardsand committees,he is an editorial board
member for the Journal of Research in Engineering Design and editor of the Journal of
computing in Civil Engineering.
Dr. William J. Rasdorf, associate professor of civil engineering at NCSU has been
selected as the UPS Foundation Visiting Professor at Stanford University in Palo Alto, CA
during the 1991-92 academic year and will spend a portion of the year at the Center for
Integrated Facilities Engineering in Stanford's Civil Engineering Department. There he will offer
a seminar course entitled Developments in Engineering Computing Research and will investigate
computational models that can integrate and support facility analyses and design from a total
system perspective. Dr. Rasdorf will also be establishing cooperative research endeavors
between the two institutions and gaining information that will help NCSU develop a program
patterned after Stanford's Center for Integrated Facilities Engineering.
Dr. Mansour H. Mohamed, professor of textile engineering and technology in North
Carolina State University College of Textiles, has been named Burlington Industries Professor of
Textile Engineering and Technology. Mohamed's appointment to the professorship of distinction
was announced by NCSU Chancellor Larry K. Monteith, following approval by the NCSU Board
of Trustees. Dr. Mansour Mohamed received the distinguished Scholarly Achievement Award
from NCSU during the Honors Convocation, October 1991.
Born in Alexandria, Egypt, Mohamed received degrees from Alexandria University and
Manchester University. He came to NCSU as a visiting lecturer and researcher and has served as
a professor since 1976. Mohamed is recognized in this country and abroad for his expertise in
weaving technology, his research in the design and analysis of three-dimensional and multilayer
woven fabrics, and his work on the development of automated, three-dimensional weaving
machinery.
Dr. Mansour H. Mohamed and Zhong-Huai Zhong, Textile Engineering Chemistry and
science, were recently awarded a U.S. patent on "Method of Forming Variable Cross-Sectional
Shaped Three-Dimensional Fabrics." The development is part of the research carded out under
the Mars Mission Research Center.
Dr. Hassan A. Hassan, professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering, has been
named NCSU Alumni Distinguished Graduate Professor. Dr. Hassan received the award from
the NCSU Alumni Association at its annual awards luncheon at McKimmon Center. This award
was given in recognition of outstanding service in teaching graduate courses and supervising
research of graduate students and for commitment to excellence in graduate education. Dr.
Hassan joined the NCSU faculty in 1962, as a professor of mechanical engineering. He is an
active participant in research relevant to the activities of the Mars Mission Research Center.
Dr. Hassan was selected to receive NASA's Public Service Medal for over 30 years of
outstanding service. The medal was presented at the Center's 1992 Annual Honor Awards
Ceremony held on Friday, March 27, 1992.
Dr. Wayland C. Griffith received a certificate of appreciation plaque for Outstanding
Service at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Silver Spring, Maryland for the period 1988-1992.
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PUBLICATIONS
Therewere244 publicationsduring theperiod1988- 1992. A detailedlisting by faculty
memberis givenin Appendix C. TheCenteralsopublishesa Newslettertwice a year. Faculty
publications,presentations,and theNewsletter,coupledwith our workshops,provide themeans
to disseminateour researchto others.
CONTRACTS AND GRANTS
M2RC Faculty have received additional funding in the amount of $7.1 million during the
last 5 years to accomplish the research objectives of the Center. A breakdown of contracts and
grants is given in Appendix D. This is an indication of the progress of the Center towards
becoming self sufficient.
STUDENT AND FACULTY INTERCHANGES
Every summer about 15 students work with various branches at NASA Langley Research
Center.
Rona Reid, Cirrelia Thaxton, and Stan Smeltzer worked with faculty and students on the
A&T campus during the summer, and Smeltzer continued during the Fall 1990 semester.
Evans Lyne, James Packard, and Dean Kontinos spent the summer of 1989 at the NASA
Ames Research Center through an interchange program between NASA Ames scientists and
NCSU engineering faculty and graduate students, pursuing MS and PhD degrees under the Mars
Mission Research Center at NCSU and A&T.
Ken Jones worked with the Naval Surface Warfare Center, White Oak, Maryland during
the summer of 1990 on a project "Effect of Supercooling in Design of NSWC's Hypersonic
Tunnels."
Jonathan Hamilton worked in 1989 with McDonnell Douglas Huntington Beach, CA as a
summer intern on conceptual design of an aerobrake for a Mars transfer vehicle which is
propelled by a large solar sail.
Robert Stanley (NCSU) and Dwayne Crawford (A&T) worked on the structural design
and assembly tests of the Mars Aerobrake mockup in the Underwater Facility at McDonnell
Douglas Space Systems Company in Huntington Beach, California during the summer of 1990.
Dr. W. D. Erickson (Chief Scientist, Hypersonic Technology Office, NASA Langley)
was hired as Visiting Professor for one year to take over the duties previously carded out by Dr.
W. C. Griffith. Dr. Erickson's visit has been made possible through a special IPA agreement
between NCSU and NASA.
Dr. C. P. Young, NASA Langley Research Center, was hired as Visiting Associate
Professor and participates in the activities of the Mars Mission Research Center.
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Dr. S. Chandra of A&T worked in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Departmentat NCSUfrom January1, 1989to June30, 1989. HealsoworkedatNASA Langley
ResearchCenter on a one year sabbaticalfrom 1989 - 1990. He is presently working in
computationalfluid dynamics(CFD)andplansto integratethisareainto theprogramat A&T.
We plan to increaseinterchangesin the future. Discussionsare in progresswith Dr.
Mikhail Marov in Russiaabouta one-yearsabbaticalto work with our Center. Dr. Marov has
workedoneverymajorUSSRSpaceProjectincludingMars94/96.
RECRUITMENT OF STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF
From the beginning of the Center, we have had no difficulty recruiting students to work
with the Center at NCSU. A&T will be able to attract more graduate students in the future since
they are now planning for a Ph.D. program in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. We
attribute our ability to attract outstanding students to the research being conducted by the Center.
Students are looking for highly visible programs which will prepare them for a challenging
career, and the space program provides this incentive. A copy of our graduate flyer is given in
Appendix E.
The following faculty were recruited during the period July 1988-June 1989 to work with
the Center. Dr. Gordon K.F. Lee, spacecraft controls, NCSU; Dr. Wadida Oraby, composite
materials, A&T; Dr. I. S. Raju, composite materials and modeling, A&T; Dr. F. Yuan, light-
weight structures and materials, NCSU. Staff recruited for the Center were Bruce Alston,
mechanical technician, A&T; Robert Jackson, polymer processing and fabrication technician,
A&T; Bill Roberts, machine shop technician, NCSU; and Emily Tate, administrative assistant,
NCSU.
Faculty recruited during the period July 1989-June 1990 were Dr. William Rasdorf,
mission analysis and design, NCSU; Mr. Ray Foye, materials, A&T; Mr. Leon Skeen,
fabrication, A&T; and Gary Tatterson, fabrication, A&T. Barbara Brown was hired to fill the
secretarial position at NCSU in 1989 and Ms. Cindia Hairston was hired to fill the secretarial
position at A&T in 1991.
Dr. Kunigal N. Shivakumar joined A&T in July 1991 as Research Professor of
Mechanical Engineering. and Coordinator of the structures and Controls Group in M2RC. Dr.
Shivakumar comes to MzRC from A,S & M, Inc. in Hampton, Virginia.
Dr. Suddin Ilias, faculty member in Chemical Engineering, is a new member of the
Materials Group at A&T effective July 1991.
Dr. Gerald Walberg, Research Professor at GWU/JIAFS, was appointed Professor of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at NCSU effective July 1991. He was also appointed
Deputy Director of the Mars Mission Research Center to direct technical activities of the Center
and direct the Aerobrake Design Methodology Project.
Dr. Shamsuddin llias, Professor of Chemical Engineering (A&T), became a member of
the Fabrication Group in July 1991.
Dr. Aiamgir Farouk joined A&T in October 1991 as an Adjunct Assistant Professor in
Mechanical Engineering. Dr. Farouk is a graduate of Rutgers University and will work with the
Materials Group in the M2RC.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES
Emily Tate was appointed Assistant Director for administrative activities in January
1992. The duties formerly performed by Dr. John Perkins have been distributed to Ms. Tate and
Dr. Walberg. Dr. Perkins has left the Center to devote his efforts to research in subsonic
aerodynamics.
Dr. Lonnie Sharpe became Assistant Dean of Engineering in 1989.
Dr. Wadida Oraby resigned due to relocation to another area.
Dr. Ivatury Raju left A&T in early 1991 to return to NASA Langley Research Center;
however, he continues to work with this Center as an adjunct research professor at A&T.
Dr. Wilbur L. Meier, Jr. became the new Dean of Engineering at NCSU in July 1991
and is therefore a member of the M2RC Academic Board.
Dr. Larry K. Monteith, formerly Dean of Engineering at NCSU and Chairman of the
M2RC Academic Board, was installed as Chancellor of NCSU on October 23, 1991.
Mr. Steve Wander, Chairman of the NASA Technical Review Committee, transferred to
the Propulsion, Power and Energy Division (Code RP) at NASA Headquarters in January 1991.
Dr. William Feiereisen (Code RS) at NASA Headquarters, has been appointed the
Chairman of the NASA Technical Review Committee in 1992.
Dr. Sal Torquato has accepted a position as a full professor at Princeton University and
will leave NCSU after the spring semester 1992.
OUTREACH PROGRAM
Director: Jim Redmond
Much of the recent activity in the Mars Mission Research Center has focused on
establishing the program for Education Outreach in Engineering Science. Directed by a steering
committee composed of members from balanced and complimentary backgrounds, this program
serves to coordinate and to enhance the outreach activities that have been an important part of
M2RC since its inception. The steering committee members are Jim Redmond (Researcher,
M2RC-A&T), Larry Silverberg (Associate Professor, M2RC-NCSU), Lee Stiff (Associate
Professor, Department of Mathematics and Science Education-NCSU), Dennis Dubay (Director,
North Carolina Science and Mathematics Alliance), Sue Redmond (Math Teacher, Cardinal
Gibbons High School), and Eric Ennis (Student, Cardinal Gibbons High School). The.objectives
of the Outreach program are to increase public awareness of research activities in MrzRC and to
raise interest among pre-college students in engineering, and other scientific careers. These
objectives are being met primarily by providing tours of MzRC laboratories, by offering lecturers
to schools (grades K-12) and organizations, and by presenting a workshop for high school math
teachers.
In the past year. 12 tours of M2RC facilities have been completed (see Table 1 in
Appendix F). Led by M2RC faculty and students, tours are planned to address the ability level of
the audience. As a result, groups of all ages have responded with enthusiastic reviews of this
program. With the recent completion of the new facilities on Centennial Campus at North
Carolina State University, plans are underway to expand this activity.
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Providing lecturersto schoolsand otherorganizationshasbeenan important part of
outreachefforts sincethe creation of the Mars Mission ResearchCenter. To date, MzRC
membershaveaddressed67 different audiencesin Raleigh,Greensboro,andsurroundingareas
(seeTable 2 in AppendixF). Membersof inquiring organizationseither choosea topic from a
list of 13 preparedlecturesor requesta personalizedtopic if necessary. Recently obtained
NASA videosandslideprogramswill help to diversify andto increasethenumberof available
presentations.In addition,a slideprogramhighlighting currentandpastresearchat M2RC is
currently beingassembledandwill be readyin time for the 1992-93schoolyear. Additional
faculty and studentlecturerswill be recruited in order to meet the growing demand for this
importantservice.
In responseto recent studiesthat suggestthat pre-college math instruction should
emphasizeapplications, the M2RC and the North Carolina SpaceGrant Consortium are
cosponsoringtheFirst AnnualApplied Mathematicsfor TeachersWorkshop. Ten high school
mathteachersfrom the Raleighareahaveagreedto takepart in this workshopto beheldat the
NCSU McKimmon CenterAugust3-7, 1992. Eachof theseteachershassuppliedthe Outreach
steeringcommitteewith atopicof interestfrom acoursethattheyarecurrentlyteaching.During
theworkshop,theseteacherswill work with selectfaculty andgraduatestudentsto developan
applicationbasedlessonplan for their topicof interest. Afterward, eachteacherwill instructa
few of his or her own studentsfrom the lessonplan andwill lead the groupin relatedproject
work. Theworkshopwill concludewith presentationsfrom eachof thegroupsanddistribution
of the collective lessonplans to eachof the participating teachers. Four informal follow-up
discussionswill be heldduring the 1992-93schoolyear in order to evaluatethe successof the
workshop. Decisionsconcerningcontinuationandexpansionof this workshopin subsequent
yearswill bebasedon theevaluationsof theparticipatingteachers,students,and theOutreach
SteeringCommittee.
Futureplansfor theEducationOutreachprogramin M2RC arecenteredon theexpansion
of theexistingactivities. However,thesteeringcommitteeis currentlyconsideringa numberof
proposedprojectsthat aremeantto raisestudentawarenessof mathapplicationsandto further
increase student interest in engineering and other sciences. One project involves the
developmentof a seriesof educationalvideosthat demonstratetheuseof basicmathematicsin
NASA sponsoredresearch.Productionof apilot videois beingplannedfor nextyear.
CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS
The M2RC sponsored four workshops related to research in the Center. The agenda for
these workshops is given in Appendix G. In addition, the Center co-sponsored with professional
societies the following six conferences:
Space 90
The Space 90 Engineering, Construction, and Operations in Space Conference was held
April 22-26, 1990 in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Participants from the Mars Mission Research
Center included Fred DeJarnette, Gordon Lee, Larry Silverberg, William Rasdorf, and Theresa
Stone. The Mars Mission Research Center was an affiliated organization of this conference.
Space 92
The Space 92 Conference on Engineering, Construction, and Operations in Space will be
held May 31-June 4, 1992 in Denver, Colorado. Mars Mission Research Center faculty and
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studentsparticipating in this conferenceareEric Klang, John Hairr, Greg Washington,Fred
DeJarnette,Gordon Lee, and Juri Filatovs. Mars Mission ResearchCenter is an affiliate
organizationfor this conference.
Fibre Tex Conference
The Fibre Tex Conference sponsored by NASA, DOD, Drexel University, and NCSU
was held October 15-17, 1991 at NCSU's College of Textiles. Participants from the Mars
Mission Research Center included Genevieve Dellinger, T. M. Kuo, Malcolm Lyon, Rona Reid,
Randy Stabler and Professors Sarma Avva, Fred DeJarnette, Aly EI-Shiekh, Juri Filatovs, Ray
Foye, Eric Klang, Mansour Mohamed, Bob Sadler, and Gary Tatterson.
The 30th Aerospace Sciences Meeting was held in Reno, Nevada January 6-9, 1992. Faculty
presenting papers included H. A. Hassan, Graham Candler, John Perkins, and Fred DeJarnette.
Fred DeJarnette also co-chaired a special session entitled Exploration of Mars which is part of
the International Space year.
The Sampe Conference and Exhibition was held on March 7-11, 1992 in Anaheim, California.
Those attending from NCSU were Aly E1-Shiekh, Mansour Mohamed, Rona Reid, Cirrelia
Thaxton, and Keith Black. A new braiding machine, purchased by NCSU, was on display.
ASME Winter Annual Meeting
The NASA University Space Engineering Research Centers will be featured in three special
sessions of the ASME Winter Annual Meeting which will be held November 8-13, 1992 in
Anaheim, California. The sessions will focus on technologies and sciences of interest to space
concepts, Advances in Space Structures, and General Advances in Space Systems Materials.
SEMINARS
The Mars Mission Research Center hosted a number of seminars during the past 4 years
in all of the Center's focus research areas. Selected presentations are given below.
HYPERSONIC FLIGHT EXPERIENCE SEMINAR
Dr. Gerald Walberg of George Washington University's and NASA Langley's Joint
Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences presented a seminar in January 1991 on Hypersonic
flight experience at the Mars Mission Research Center. Walberg reported that the flight test
results from the X-15, Asset, Prime, Reentry F, and Shuttle Orbiter flight research programs have
been reviewed and compared with theory and ground-based experiments.
The seminar emphasized our capability to predict aerodynamic coefficients and stability
derivatives, and distributions of surface pressure and aerodynamic heating rate for typical orbital
and sub-orbital hypersonic vehicles. Overall, this comparison demonstrated the feasibility of
designing hypersonic vehicles based on tests in conventional, perfect-gas wind tunnels
supplemented by state-of-the-art Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis.
According to Walberg, at Mach numbers up to approximately 8, real gas effects are small,
and Mach number-Reynolds number simulation is sufficient to insure accurate prediction of
aerodynamic characteristics. At higher Math numbers, real gas effects become important but
appear to affect primarily pitching moment and to have little influence on other aerodynamic
characteristics. Viscous interaction effects appear to be well correlated by the viscous interaction
parameter, and to affect primarily axial force. With the exception of RCS jet interactions,
stability and control derivatives are well predicted throughout the hypersonic flight regime.
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Walberg reported that state-of-the-artaerodynamicheating techniquesappear to be
accuratepredictionsfor laminarandfully turbulentattachedflows solong asthereareno strong
shock interactions or non-equilibrium chemistry effects. For such flows, heating rate
distributionsdependonly weakly on Machnumberandhencewind tunnel results canbe used
throughoutthe hypersonicspeedrange. For high-speed,high-altitudeflight, surfacecatalycity
effectscanhaveamajor influenceonheatingrates;however,modern,finite-rate boundarylayer
analysesarecapableof predictingsuchmajortrends.
According to Walberg,themajorremainingchallengesare theaccuratepredictionof 1)
real gaseffects on longitudinal trim, 2) the effectivenessof blendedhigh altitude control
systems,3) shockinteractionheating, 4) heatingratesfor separatedvortex-dominatedleeside
flows, and 5) boundarylayer transitionandrelaminarization.He alsopointedout that thereare
no flight dataon thepropulsion-airframeintegrationeffectsthataresoimportantfor airbreathing
launchvehicles.
SPACE EXPLORATION SEMINAR
Dr. Mikhail Ya. Marov of the Keldysh Institute, Moscow, Russia presented a seminar
entitled "The Russian Space Program" on March 10, 1992. Professor Marov has made several
pioneering studies in developing scientific instrumentation for the study of planetary and
cometary atmospheres, including Earth, Mars, Venus, and the comet Haley. He has also
developed original approaches to develop and refine theoretical models for these atmospheres,
using hydrodynamics, rarefied gas dynamics and kinetics. These experimental studies and
theoretical models are important to better define the operational mode of spacecraft used for solar
system studies.
Dr. Marov was in the United States for planning of the International Space University and
to visit several of the NASA centers.
MISSION TO MARS LAUNCH PARTY
Dr. Fred DeJarnette was the featured speaker at a special Mission to Mars Launch Party
on March 29, 1992 at Discovery Place in Charlotte, NC. His topic was "Humans to Mars". The
event was sponsored by the Planetary Society in conjunction with the Mission to Mars exhibit on
display at Discovery Place. The exhibit will travel to 12 museums around the country over a four
year period for an average stay of three months at each location.
SELECTED AEROSPACE SEMINARS
Gary L. Bennett, Deputy Director, Transportation and Platforms Division, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, DC presented a seminar April 9, 1992
entitled "Back to the Future: Using Nuclear Propulsion to Go to Mars." In July 1990, President
Bush committed the U.S. to a long-term vision of space exploration: completing Space Station
Freedom, returning to the Moon to stay and then sending a manned mission to Mars. Over the
years NASA has performed a number of studies which show that nuclear propulsion (both
nuclear thermal propulsion and nuclear electric propulsion) offer tremendous benefits in a
manned mission to Mars. Beginning in Fiscal Year 1991, NASA is again funding studies on
nuclear propulsion with the long-term objective of selecting the best concepts for system testing
in time to support a decision to go to Mars. NASA has sponsored workshops and has established
tri-agency planning process to ensure that the appropriate resources are brought to bear to meet
this exciting technical challenge.
Ruth H. Pater, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA presented a seminar
April 7, 1992 on "New High Temperature Polymeric Composites: LaRCTMRP46. ''
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LaRCTMRP46 polymides are a family of ultra high performance composite matrix resins
developed recently at NASA Langley. As a family, its development was prompted by an
aerospace industrial need for an environmentally sound PMR-15 replacement. PMR-15 has been
the standard ultra high temperature composite matrix resin used worldwide by aerospace
companies for the last 2 decades. However, one of the three monomers used in PMR-15 is 4,4'-
methylenedianiline (MDA). This monomer is a suspected human carcinogen. Due to rising
manufacturing costs and increasing environmental restrictions, an intensive search has been
conducted in the last few years for a less toxic PMR-15 replacement. Several MDA-free PMR
polymides have been developed. These include British Petroleum's B1 formulation, Ferro's CP1-
2310, United Technologies' 3,3'-DDS-PMR- 16.5 and Rohr's PMR- 15-MDAF. However, none of
these MDA-free materials have a combination of low cost, ease in processing and outstanding
thermal and mechanical properties as attractive as the attributes in PMR-15. LaRCTMRP46 is
also an MDA-free material formulated by replacing the MDA in PMR-15 with a novel diamine,
3,4'-oxydianiline (3,4'-ODA). Unlike the other non-MDA systems, however, LaRCTMRP46 not
only retains all the attributes of PMR-15, but also features significantly improved properties. In
fact, LaRC'rMRP46 is the most cost-effective ultra high temperature matrix resin known. The
processing, performance and durability of these new thermosetting polymide composites will be
presented.
Professor M. W. Hyer, Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics, VPI&SU,
Blacksburg, VA gave a seminar on March 27, 1992 on "The Influence of Layer Waviness on
Hydrostatically Loaded Thick Composite Cylinders. There has been interest in using fiber-
reinforced composite materials for the construction of submersible structures such as submarines.
This seminar discusses one aspect of the possible application of composite materials to such
structures. In particular, due to the cylindrical nature of submersible structures, and the severe
compressive loading experience in the hydrostatic environment, the response of thick composite
cylinders to a hydrostatic loading is of interest. The primary focus of the seminar will be a
discussion of the influence of layer waviness on the response of hydrostatically loaded cylinders.
Layer waviness is a commonly observed anomaly in thick fiber-reinforced structures, the
waviness being an artifact of the manufacturing process. It has been speculated that waviness is
responsible for the premature failure often observed in hydrostatically loaded cylinders. To
study this possibility, the effect of a single wave in an otherwise perfect cylinder is investigated.
The single wave is identified by the length of the wave and its amplitude. The specific location
of the wave within the cylinder wall is also an identifying characteristic of the wave. These three
parameters, along with cylinder geometry, can be varied to identify specific effects of the
waviness. The perfect cylinder is used as a basis for comparison. A finite-element analysis
coupled with an elasticity solution is used to study the problem. The results are limited to a
single laminate, but one considered for this application. It shown that waviness can cause
interlaminar shear stresses of a magnitude that can lead to failure. Interlaminar shear stresses are
not present in the perfect cylinder. Waviness can also cause excessive fiber-direction
compressive stresses which lead to failure. Interestingly enough, waviness can also cause
interlaminar tensile stresses. This despite the fact the hydrostatic loading is generally perceived
as a triaxial composition problem.
Dr. Michael Cohen, NASA Ames Research Center, presented a seminar in March 1991
on "Biological Effects of Gravity and Long Duration Spaceflight." All life on Earth has
developed under the continual influence of the terrestrial environment. This environment
includes the Earth's atmosphere, with its unique mixtures and pressures of gases, the periodic
changes in radiant energy from the sun, the unique and limited ranges of temperature and
humidity, and, particularly, the effects of the Earth's gravitational field. Gravity has not only
influenced the form and development of several organ systems and the sizes of animals and
plants, but it has also imposed time and velocity constraints on terrestrial organisms that have
dictated behavioral and neuromuscular requirements for the functioning of their nervous systems.
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Thefollowing factorswerediscussed:PhysiologicalAdaptationto Space,Physiological
Aftereffectsof Adaptationto Space,and Artificial Gravity: theUltimateCountermeasure.
As oneof themost experienced former American astronauts, Owen Garriott, argued, the
critical issue is to establish which approach is best; neither microgravity nor artificial gravity is
without its serious potential difficulties for future missions in space. Although long term
exposure to microgravity presents several potential physiological problems, it is a "devil" that we
know, at least partially. In contrast, artificial gravity in space is a "devil" that we generally do
not know. Clearly, extensive scientific research, and both engineering and operational analyses
will be needed before the decision can intelligently be made whether to implement artificial
gravity for long duration missions, or not.
Michael Tauber, NASA Ames Research Center, presented a seminar in March 1991 on
"Aerobrake Design Studies for Manned Mars Missions." Many studies have shown that large
weight and cost savings can be achieved by using atmospheric braking at Mars instead of
decelerating propulsively. The objective of the present study is to determine the vehicle's mass
fraction (fraction of total vehicle mass at entry) that must be devoted to the aerobrake's structure
and thermal protection systems. Both low and medium lift-drag ratio (L/D) shapes are
considered. An inertial reference entry speed of 8.6 km/sec (8.4 km/sec with respect to the
rotating atmosphere) is considered. The entry velocity is representative of fast (14 to 16 months
long) missions and is near the upper limit usually considered for manned Mars entries.
Therefore, the aerobrake's thermal protection and structural requirements are stringent.
The configuration of the aerobrake depends primarily on the L/D that is required to
achieve an adequately large entry corridor and to observe physiologically realistic deceleration
limits. Present guidance and control capabilities call for an energy angle corridor width at Mars
of at least 1° at an attitude of 122 km. A deceleration limit of 5 (Earth) g is used based on the
Soviet's long duration, space flight experience. A blunt, low L/D, configuration with ballistic
coefficients (rn/CDA) of 100 and 200 kg/m 2 has been studied. The aerobrake's shape is the same
as that of the proposed aeroassist flight experiment vehicle. In addition, a delta-winged vehicle,
with a medium L/D and a ballistic coefficient of 375 kg/m 2, has been studied. This vehicle has
an L/D of 0.85 at an angle of attack of 37 °. Since winged vehicles have less drag than blunt
shapes, their ballistic coefficients are larger, which results in a more intense and longer heating
pulse, thus requiring more heat shielding. However, high L/D vehicles also have many
advantages. Increasing the L/D from the AFE's value of 0.3 to 0.85 nearly doubles the entry
flightpath angle corridor width and provides an order of magnitude increase in cross-range
capability. The latter is very important for descent from orbit. Finally, the winged vehicle has
the potential of being launched into Earth orbit fully assembled. In contrast, the blunt shapes will
probably have to be assembled in orbit, which may become a very costly and potentially
hazardous procedure.
Both insulative, radiatively cooled heat shields and ablators have been considered. After
adding heat shielding and optimizing the structure, the aerobrake's total mass fractions (defined
as heat shield plus aerobrake mass divided by the vehicle's total mass) varied from about 15 to
13% for ballastic coefficients of 100 and 200 kg/m 2, respectively, for the blunt shapes and was
slightly under 17% for the winged vehicle. The winged vehicle's aerobrake mass fraction was
somewhat greater than that of the blunt shapes because the former required a higher mass
fraction for thermal protection. The aerobrake's mass fractions range from less than to slightly
over the 15% value that is considered to make aerobraking indisputably superior to propulsive
braking. In fact, using the best chemical propellants yields a propulsion system mass fraction
that exceeds the aerobrake's values by factors of 4 to 5.
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Special Note: Dr. Malcolm Cohenand ProfessorMike Tauber servedon the Ph.D.
committee for J. Evans Lyne, MD. Evanshadhis MD prior to startinga Ph.D. programin
AerospaceEngineering at NCSU. He performedmost of his dissertationresearchat NASA
Amesand completedthePh.D.degreein March 1992. Now Evanswill pursuea careerwhich
combinesmedicineandAerospaceEngineering.His dissertationhasalreadybeenacclaimedasa
significantcontributionto humanexploration.
SEMINARS AT A&T
Faculty and students at NCSU and A&T coordinate their research by visits to the two
campuses and televideo meetings held twice a month.
The faculty and students at A&T receive the televised seminar series in composite
materials initiated from the University of Illinois. The following is a schedule of seminars from
the Spring Semester 1989. Students and faculty have an opportunity to interact with the speakers
through telephone. These seminars are being televised live by GTE Gstar 1 Satellite (Ku-Band)
from 4:00-5:30 p.m. (eastern time).
Date Guest Speaker Title of Presentation
2/10 Dr. Hatsuo Ishida
Macromolecular Science
Case Western Reserve Univ.
Interface Molecular Characterization
of High Performance Composite
Materials
2/24 Professor C. T. Sun
Aeronautics & Astronautics
Purdue
Intelligent Tailoring of Laminates
3/10 Dr. John L. Kardos
Dir. Materials Res. Lab.
Washington University
New Processing Science for High
Performance Polymer-Matrix
Composites
3/31 Dr. Paul Lagace
Aeronautics & Astronautics
M. I. T.
The Sensitivity of Kevlar-Epoxy and
Graphic-Epoxy Structure to Damage
from Fragment Impact
4/21
5/05
Professor R. A. Schapery
Civil Engineering
Texas A & M University
Dr. N. J. Pagano
Air Force Materials Lab
Wright-Patterson, AFB
Mechanical Characterization Analysis
of Inelastic Composite Laminates
with Damage
Issues in Micromechanical Modeling
of Brittle-Matrix Composites
5/19 Prof. Zvi Hashin
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
Tel Aviv University and
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University of Pennsylvania
Analysis of Cracked Composite
Laminates
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INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Students and faculty working with the Center have worked very closely with NASA
personnel in the following branches:
NASA Ames Research Center
Aerothermodynamics
Applied Computational Fluid Dynamics
NASA Langley Research Center
Aerothermodynamics
Transonic Aerodynamics
High-Reynolds-Number Aerodynamics
Supersonic/Hypersonic Aerodynamics
Computational Aerodynamics
Theoretical Flow Physics
Experimental Methods
Experimental Hypersonics
Vehicle Analysis
Space Exploration Initiative Office
Controls-Structures Interaction Office
Polymeric Materials
Mechanics of Materials
Applied Materials
Aircraft Structures
Spacecraft Structures
Computational Mechanics
Spacecraft Dynamics
Spacecraft Controls
NASA Johnson Space Center
Aerothermodynamics
Lunar and Mars Exploration Projects Office
Additional interactions have been conducted with the following organizations:
Naval Surface Warfare Center at White Oak and Dahlgren
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Los Alamos Laboratory
McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Co.
Huntington Beach, California and Kennedy Space Center, FL
Boeing/Huntsville
Institute for Space and Terrestrial Studies and
University of Toronto Space Institute
Coming Glass Works
Amercom
Applied Research Associates
Duke University
DuPont
General Electric
Kaiser Aerotech
Lawrence Livermore
National Labs
Lord Corporation
MBB
Michigan Molecular
Institute
Nippon Oil
Pratt and Whitney
Rolls Royce
TRW
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COORDINATION WITH OTHER PROGRAMS
National SpaceGrant
Dr. Gerald Walberg is the Director of the National Space Grant College and Fellowship
Program at NCSU.
The basic objective of the Space Grant Consortia is to help maintain, through the nation's
universities, an expanded focus on the U. S. capabilities in aerospace science and technology. In
response to NASA's phase II program, the State of North Carolina plans to initiate, under a
program Grant, an interactive program directed towards aerospace research, education and public
service. Specifically, two sister institutions in the University of North Carolina System, North
Carolina State University (NCSU) at Raleigh and North Carolina Agricultural and Technical
State University (A&T) at Greensboro, have joined in partnership to work together to make
significant contributions to the nation's effort to solve aerospace problems.
Aeronautical and aerospace studies became strong in North Carolina in the late forties,
have grown over the years and are now considered one of the top programs in the nation and the
world. The major leadership in space research is provided by the Mars Mission Research Center.
This is a joint effort between the two Universities. Its role is to develop the technologies and
train the scientists and engineers that will enable us to travel to Mars and return safely to Earth.
We cite as an example work in the design and fabrication of space vehicles for both Mars and
Lunar missions, work relevant to the design and construction of the space station, and work in
human factors related to the survival and performance of humans under extended reduced gravity
environment.
The two Universities have programs in place designed to attract highly qualified and
highly motivated students especially minority students. Their commitment to f'md more effective
means of recruiting, retaining and graduating minority students with excellent technical skills is a
matter of public record. In the last two academic years, A&T was a national leader in graduating
blacks in Engineering.
The program focuses on: outreach and pre-college education, undergraduate education,
graduate education and research and technology transfer. Funding in the amount of $320,000
support student development, laboratory enhancement and outreach activities.
Center for Composite Materials Research
This Center was established at A&T in September 1988 with Dr. V. Sarma Avva as
director. The objectives and goals of the Center are:
• To develop advanced and state-of-the-art research capabilities of faculty and to improve upon
existing research facilities with the objective of developing a center of excellence in the area
of composite materials
• To train undergraduate and graduate students in those areas associated with the emerging
advanced materials research and technologies
• To provide additional summer training opportunities for the students in the research and
development laboratories of the participating agencies and corporations
• To train personnel from the public and private sectors in the Piedmont area and elsewhere
with the latest developments in the use of advanced materials to their specific applications.
This Center has established a national reputation and complements the research in Mars
Mission Research Center.
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The NASA Center of Research Excellence (NASA-CORE)
NASA Headquarters has selected North Carolina A&T SU for a grant as a Historically
Black College and University (HBCU) Research Center of Excellence for Aerospace Research.
The goal of this research center is to achieve a broad-based competitive aerospace research
capability. The center of excellence is to establish a quality aerospace research and educational
program to increase the participation of minority faculty and students in the areas of aerospace
engineering. The center will focus on research initially in hypersonic vehicle technologies. The
center is expected to integrate four NASA funded research areas into an effective research team.
These research areas include Aerospace Structures, Controls and Guidance, Computational Fluid
Dynamics and Human Engineering.
Currently, the School of Engineering at A&T State University has research groups to
support center activities. This research effort will complement existing programs of the
university including the Center for Composite Materials Research. The Mars Mission Research
Center, a jointly established center between North Carolina State University and North Carolina
A&T State University; and the Space Technology Development and Utilization Program. The
research in progress at NCA&TSU complements, to a large extent, work that is being carried out
at NASA Langley Research Center. Over the Years, A&T has developed a good relationship
with NASA Langley in such areas as materials, structures, computational fluid dynamics,
controls, and human-machine systems. A number of students have used and are using NASA's
facilities to complete their graduate work. The association with NASA/LaRC and NCSU should
help A&T develop a strong program in aerospace engineering.
The Center will be managed by a Director at NCA&TSU. A board of directors consisting
of the Deans and Department Heads of participating faculty, two representatives from the
collaborative NASA Center and two representatives from collaborating industries will be formed.
The Board of Directors will have a rotating Chairman, elected by the members for a one year
period. It will meet twice a year to review the operation and progress of the Center. Dr. Steven
H. Y. Oai is the Director with responsibility for overall coordination of the program. He will be
the primary point of contact with NASA relative to management of the center. Dr. William J.
Craft will serve as the head of the educational committee. He will coordinate the educational and
training aspects of the program which will eventually lead to an established aerospace
engineering program in the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
The proposed work will be conducted initially by fourteen faculty members. To ensure
the continued growth and vitality of the Center, a new research faculty member will be added to
the staff every year. Through this arrangement, the Center will grow from 14 faculty and 20
students in the first year to 23 faculty and 32 students in the fifth year. The University will meet
the space needs of the Center, cost share in the purchase of equipment, and provide for facility
preparation and renovation. The proposed 5-year budget for NASA is about $8.5 million and
A&T will cost share approximately an additional $2.5 million.
The proposed center program includes a strong academic program concurrent with the
research effort designed to prepare students for careers with direct relevance to aerospace
engineering. The center plans to offer a sequence of courses in the areas of aerospace engineering
including flight vehicle structural design, controls and guidance, aerodynamics, and human-
machine systems. Dr. David E. Klett and a research associate will help develop the wind tunnel
and advanced fluids laboratory for courses in aerodynamics and gas dynamics. Dr. William
Craft will help develop the aerospace structures laboratory to support flight vehicle design. Dr.
Steven Lai and a research associate will develop a control and guidance laboratory to support the
control course. Dr. Cerlesting Ntuen will be responsible for upgrading the human factors
research laboratory to support the human-machine systems course.
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FUNDING FORCENTER
Year Budget period
NASA Cost
Months funds ($M) sharing ($M)
% COSt
sharing
1
2
3
4
5
6-1-88 to 2-28-89
3-1-89 to 2-28-90
3-1-90 to 2-28-91
3-1-91 to 10-31-91
11-1-91 to 10-31-92
9 0.500 0.219 43.7
12 1.963 0.945 48.1
12 1.979 0.437 22.1
8 1.463 0.347 23.7
12 1.896 0.758 40.0
1-5 6-1-88 to 10-31-92 53 7.800 2.706 34.7
FUNDING B Y UNIVERSITIES
Year Months
NASA Funding ($M)
NCSU A&T GWU
Cost Sharing (%)
NCSU A&T
9 0.300 0.200 -
12 1.088 0.875 -
12 1.152 0.779 0.048
8 0.890 0.547 0.026
12 1.140 0.738 0.018
103 74
63 30
25 19
25 21
52 22
1-5 53 4.570 3.139 0.092 46 27
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASED BY THE MARS MISSION
RESEARCH CENTER
North Carolina State University
C-Scan Machine
Carrier 194 Braider
Components to build automated 3-D braiding machine
Components for telerobotic system
Components to build an aerobrake maneuvering experiment
Components to build automated 3-D weaving machine
Components to construct filament winder and enhance two braiders
Extensometer
Hot Press
Comparative Thermal Conductivity Measuring Instrument
Instron Environmental Chamber and Test Oven
Instron 20 Kip Testing Machine
Computer Terminals (2)
Workstations (8)
Axial/Torsional Machine
Carbonization Furnace
Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer
Laser Measuring Com. System
Oven
Polisher
Press (2)
Universal Testing M/C
Viscometer
Winder
A&T State University
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RENOVATED AND NEW FACILITIES
As part of cost sharing from the university, A&T has renovated the Composite Processing
and Fabrication Facility, Composite Materials Testing Laboratory, and the Light and Scanning
Electron Microscope Laboratory. In addition, several facilities for smaller scientific equipment
were renovated.
The Mars Mission Research Center at NCSU moved into a new building, Research II, on
the new Centennial campus in October 1991. The Center occupies 7,000 square feet which is
about one-third of the building. The facilities for the Center include offices for the director,
assistant director, secretary/receptionist, bookkeeper, 11 faculty, and cubicles for 20 graduate
students. In addition, it has a conference and board room, a computer room, two workstation
rooms, an instrument room, a processing room, and an 1800-square foot high-bay laboratory
facility with a structural testing wall and an overhead crane.
A dedication of the facility was held on April 21, 1992 and the ceremony included
speeches by Congressmen David Price and Tim Valentine, Dr. Mike Griffin and Greg Reck from
NASA Headquarters, and Mr. Ray Hook from NASA Langley. The ceremony also included
remarks by Chancellor Monteith (NCSU) and Dean Harold Martin (A&T). The new facility will
provide more space for the students and faculty and increase the laboratory space significantly
for structures, controls, and materials groups.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Accomplishments from the beginning of the Center (June 1988) to April 1992:
Recruitment of graduate students (26), undergraduate 30), faculty (27), and staff (6)
supported by the Center.
Total students working with Center: 59 B.S., 58 M.S., 38 Ph.D plus an additional 88 B.S.
students working on Special Projects.
Recruitment of Minorities: graduate students (4), undergraduates (8), and faculty (1).
Students graduated by the Center: 66 B.S., 35 M.S., and 25 Ph.D.
244 publications of which 71 are refereed journal publications.
Patents: one granted, one under review, and two applied for.
Laboratories developed (5): composite processing and fabrication, materials testing,
weaving, braiding, and structures.
Performed Aerobrake Design Methodology Study.
Developed 26 new courses.
Distributed 4 newsletters and 3 Annual Reports.
Conducted 4 workshops: Interplanetary Spacecraft, Lunar/Mars Aerobrakes,
Aerodynamic Heating, and Spacecraft Controls.
Special Projects (5): HL-20 Personnel Launch System, Aerobrake Mockup, Mars
Excursion Vehicle, Orbiter Ejector, and Remotely Operated Vehicle.
3 Renovated Facilities at A&T.
Occupied new 7,000 square foot facility at NCSU.
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SupplementalFunding: 39projectswith total fundingof $7.1million.
OutreachProgram: 12toursof facilitiesand67 lectures.
StudentsandFacultyspendtimeat NASA CentersandParticipatingIndustries.
FUTURE PLANS
Consistent with the Report of the Synthesis Group on America's Space Exploration
Initiative and Vision 21 - The NASA Strategic Plan, the Mars Mission Research Center plans to
initiate two new thrust areas in 1992.
1. Advanced Propulsion Systems - nuclear electric and nuclear thermal
The Mission Analysis and Design Group will be expanded to include these propulsion
systems in their analyses. In addition, the Hypersonic Aerodynamics Group will start
aerothermochemical analysis of nuclear electric and nuclear thermal systems.
2. Robotic Missions - Lunar and Mars
The Mission Analysis and Design Group will coordinate their studies with the NASA
Office of Exploration, the Lunar/Mars Office at NASA Johnson Space Center, and the
SEI Office at NASA Langley Research Center. A faculty member in the robotics area will
be added to the Center to work with Dr. Gordon Lee on robots and mini-rovers for lunar and
Mars robotic missions.
Aerobraking will be involved with either chemical or nuclear propulsion systems for
missions to Mars; therefore, the Center will continue aerobrake studies. The Mission Analysis
and Design Group will study missions with chemical, nuclear, and hybrid propulsion systems
with aerobraking. The Hypersonic Aerodynamics Group will continue studying chemically
reacting flowfields to predict aerodynamic characteristics, convective and radiative heating, and
validation of computer codes by flight and ground test data.
The Materials and Fabrication Groups will continue studies of conventional and textile
composite materials. Emphasis will be placed on damage tolerance and 3-D stress applications
such as joints. NASP materials will be analyzed for spacecraft applications.
The Structures and Controls Group will study structural design with the high performance
composites. New designs with NASP materials will be investigated also. Spacecraft controls
will be continued and the new robotic program mentioned will be implemented.
Projects have proven to be a valuable asset to the Center. We plan to initiate new projects
which involve analysis, design, construction, and testing. Undergraduate students are well suited
for these projects and flight experiments are particularly attractive. Discussions are currently
underway with NASA and industry for a new project starting the fall of 1992.
The Outreach Program has grown to be a significant part of the Center. It is planned to
expand these activities in collaboration with the National Space Grant and other programs at the
two universities.
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Figure 1. Comparison of computed (top) and experimental (bottom) Ruite-fringe inter-
ferograms over a 2 H diameter cylinder for the partially reacted COs flow at 4.24 km/sec.
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Figure 2. Axial heat transfer comparison for
blunted 2:1 elliptic cone, R_ = 0.000254m
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Method of weaving • variable _oual shaped
three.dimensional fabric which utilizes different weft
yawn insertion from at least one side of the warp layers
for selectively inserting weft yarns into different por-
tions of the fabric cross-sectional profile defined by the
warp yarn layers during the weaving process. If in.
serted from both sides of the warp yam layers, the weft
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yarn is then inserted into the fabric by reciprocation of
• plural/ty of harnesses which separate the vertical yarn
into • plurality of verticaJ yarn syst_s as required by
the shape of the three-dimensional fabric being formed.
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Figure 1: 6.6% Microballoons
Few voids or microcracks present
Microballoons are evenly distributed
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Graduate Programs in Space Engineering
MARS MISSION RESEARCH CENTER
O North Carolina State University
and
olina Agricultural and Technical
State University
The Mars Mission Research Center is one of nine University Space Engineering Research
Centers established by NASA in 1988 to broaden the nation's engineering capability to meet the
critical needs of the civilian space program. It is a cooperative effort between North Carolina State
University (NCSU) at Raleigh; NC and North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State Univer-
sity (A&T) at Greensboro, NC. Graduate programs are established for Master of Science and
Doctor of Philosophy Degrees. Areas of specialization are:
• Mission Analysis and Design
• Hypersonic Aerodynamics
• Spacecraft Structures and Controls
• Composite Materials
• FabricationA,erob¢ldm HL-20 eersOat_ LaunChSyotm
Research projects focus on new technology to design space transportation systems for planetary
travel with particular emphasis on the exploration of Mars. A significant feature of the program is
that students and faculty spend part of their time at one of the NASA Centers or participating
industries. While there, students work on their thesis or dissertation project and coordinate the
research with outstanding researchers offcampus as well as on campus. Some students participate
in projects such as the design and construction of full-scale mockups of the Mars aerobrake and
Personnel Launch System shown above.
The M.S. degree requires 24 semester credits of course work and a thesis. Typical programs of
study require one to two years. Typical Ph.D. programs have two or three semesters of course
work beyond the M.S. degree and dissertation project which generally requires about two years of
full-time effort. The Ph.D. degree is granted by NCSU and offered by A&T through a cooperative
program with NCSU.
Graduate Research Assistantship stipends range from $900 to $1,050 per month for half-time
work on campus with rates increased to almost double for research periods at one of the NASA
Centers or participating industries. Highly qualified applicants are considered for supplemental
fellowships available in the College of Engineering at NCSU. These fellowships are for one year
only and provide stipends from $3,000 to $6,000 plus all tuition and fees to supplement the
Graduate Research Assistantship. This program is limited to U.S. citizens, and participants are
exempt from out-of-state tuition.
Highly qualified applicants should contact one of the following:
Dr. Fred R. DeJarnette
Director
MARS MISSION RESEARCH CENTER
North Carolina State University
Box 7921
Raleigh, NC 27695-7921
(919) 515-5931
Dr. V. S. Avva
Associate Director
MARS MISSION RESEARCH CENTER
NC A&T State University
ME DepartmentGreensboro, NC 27411 _iUONIkk,L,ItlLA_
(919) 334-7620
NCSU and A&T are committed to equality of educational opportunity and do not discriminate against applicantS, students, or employees based on
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Table 1. Mars Mission Research Center Outreach Laboratory Tours
Date Organization Group (size, content)
January 18, 1991
March 6, 1991
March 13, 1991
April 11, 1991
April 18, 1991
Carnage Middle School
MSEN Pre-College
Program
Daniels Middle School
Cardinal Gibbons High
School
Lacy Elementary School
Brownie Troop
Explorer Post
50, Grades 4-6
40, Grade 7
30, Grades 9-12
15, Grade 3
10, Grades 11-12
May 24, 1991 NC Science and Math
Alliance
20, Grades 9-12
July 16, 1991
June 19, 1991
September 19, 1991
November4,1991
Shaw University
Upward Bound Students
NCSU- Physical and
Mathematical Sciences
Science Camp
Raleigh Parks and
Recreation Department
E.C. Brooks Elementary
School
52, Grades 9-12
15, Grades 9-12
15, Senior Citizens
110, Grades 4-6
March 25,1992 North Carolina School of
Science and Math
3, Grade 12
April 2, 1992 NCSU International
Programs
5, Professors from
Magdeburg Technical
Institute, Germany
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Date
Table 2. Mars Mission Research Center Outreach Lectures
Speaker Group Audience (size,content)
June 9, 1988
June 23, 1988
Dr. Fred Rotary Club
DeJarnette Apex, NC
Dr. Fred WRDU Radio
DeJarnette Raleigh, NC
70, club members
2 hour radio talk and
call-in program
Sept. 21,1988 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Rotary Club
Knightdale, NC
36, club members
Sept. 23,1988
Sept. 27,1988
Sept. 29.1988
Dr. Fred NCSU Alumni Class
DeJarnette 1978
Raleigh, NC
Dr. Fred IEEE
DeJarnette NCSU
Raleigh, NC
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
WTVD Channel 11
Durham, NC
92, alumni and family
116, students
Television News
Program
Nov. 4,1988 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Rotary Club 55, club members
Res. Triangle Park, NC
Nov. 17,1988
Jan. 17, 1989
January 1989
Feb. 9, 1989
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Eric Klang
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Air Force Association
Tarheel Chapter
Raleigh, NC
West Raleigh Rotary
Club
Raleigh, NC
ASME
Senior Section
Raleigh, NC
Capital City Rotary
Club
Raleigh, NC
34, retired Air Force
89, club members
50, Adult ASME
Members
73, club members
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February1989 Dr. Eric Klang ASME
StudentSection
Raleigh,NC
50,CollegeStudents
March21,1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
UndesignatedFreshman
in EngineeringatNCSU
Raleigh,NC
117,students
March30,1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
NationalSocietyof
ProfessionalEngineers
Raleigh,NC
47,practicingengineers
April 19,1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
PhiZeta-PsiChapter
NCSU Vet. School
Raleigh, NC
96, students and faculty
April28,1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
NC School of Science
and Math
Durham, NC
83, teacher workshop
May 18, 1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
ASME
Wilmington, NC
38, practicing engineers
July 12, 1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
4-H Space Camp
NCSU
Raleigh, NC
27, high school students
August2,1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
North Raleigh Rotary
Club
Raleigh, NC
31, club members
August 14, 1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Rotary Club
Zebulon, NC
45, club members
August 16, 1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Rotary Club
Garner, NC
37, club members
Aug. 17-19, Dr. Fred NC Professional
1989 DeJarnette Engineers Summer
Meeting
Myrtle Beach, SC
August 1989 Dr. Eric Klang North Raleigh Rotary
Club
84, engineers
50, Club Members
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Sept.12,1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
WataugaClub
Raleigh,NC
15,Managementand
Political
Oct. 20, 1989
Nov.9, 1989
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Biological and
Agricultural Eng.
NCSU
Raleigh, NC
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA
26, students
72, students and faculty
Dec. 1, 1989
Dec. 12, 1989
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Old Dominion
University
Norfolk, VA
Civil Air Patrol
Raleigh, NC
57, students and faculty
36, high school students
Dec. 14,1989 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Rotary Club of Crabtree 75, club members
Raleigh, NC
Feb. 2,1990
March 15, 1990
March 23-25,
1990
July 2, 1990
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Raleigh Academy of
Medicine
Raleigh, NC
Eastern NC Chapter of
Professional Engineers
Greenville, NC
Rotary Youth
Leadership Conference
Ahoskie, NC
Kiwanis Club
Durham, NC
215, medical doctors
26, engineers
125, high school
students
43, club members
Nov. 2, 1990
November 1990
Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
Dr. Eric Klang
National Engineering
Student Council
Conference, NCSU
Raleigh, NC
ASME
Student Section
Raleigh, NC
86, students
50, College Students
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November1990 Dr. Eric Klang Delft University 50,UniversityFaculty
Delft, TheNetherlands andStudents
Dec.20, 1990 Dr. Fred McDonnellDouglas 11,engineers
DeJamette SpaceSystemsCo.
KSC,Florida
April 1991 Dr. Eric Klang 4-H
Raleigh,NC
35,Grades4-7
May 1, 1991 Dr. ND Chokani Lynn RoadElementary 25,Grades4-6
School,Raleigh,NC
Sept.4,1991 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
ASME StudentBranch
NCSU
Raleigh,NC
150,CollegeStudents
Sept.12,1991 Mr. JohnMeyer RaleighParksand
Recreation
Raleigh,NC
15,SeniorCitizens
Oct.28, 1991 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
UniversityExtension
NCSU
Raleigh,NC
55,EncoreMembers
Oct.31, 1991 Dr. Fred
DeJarnette
RotaryClub
FuquayVarina,NC
35,ClubMembers
Dec. 10,1991 Mr. Greg
Washington
CarnageMiddle School 12,Grades6-8
Raleigh,NC
Jan.25, 1992 Mr. Greg
Washington
Martin LutherKing
CelebrationatNCSU
Raleigh,NC
200,High Schooland
CollegeStudents
Jan.29,1992 Mr. Andy
Mueller
Leroy MartinMiddle
School
Raleigh,NC
90, Grades6-8
Jan.31,1992 Mr. Greg
Washington
YMCA
Raleigh,NC
35,Ages12-16
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Jan.31, 1992
Feb. l, 1992
Feb. 8,1992
Feb. 14,1992
Feb. 15,1992
Feb. 20,1992
Feb. 21,1992
Feb. 22,1992
Feb. 27,1992
Feb. 29,1992
March 13,1992
March 14,1992
Dr. ND Chokani
Dr. Fuh-Gwo
Yuan
Dr. Jim Redmond
Mr. Greg
Washington
Dr. Gordon Lee
Mr. Greg
Washington
Mr. Andy
Mueller
Mr. Nathan
Gittner
Mr. Ken Jones
Mr. John Meyer
Dr. Jim Redmond
Mr. Greg
Washington
Lincoln Heights Magnet
School
Fuquay-Varina, NC
PAGE Saturday Morn.
Program
Raleigh, NC
PAGE Saturday Morn.
Program
Raleigh, NC
Fred A. Smith
Elementary School
Raleigh, NC
PAGE Saturday Morn.
Program
Raleigh, NC
National Society of
Black Engineers
Res. Triangle Park, NC
East Wake Middle
School
Wendell, NC
PAGE Saturday Morn.
Program
Raleigh, NC
P.S. Jones Middle
School
Washington, NC
PAGE Saturday Morn.
Program
Raleigh, NC
St. Patrick's Elementary
School
Charlotte, NC
Peer Mentor Program
NCSU
Raleigh, NC
100, Grades 5-7
10, Ages 9-11
10, Ages 9-11
78, Grades 3-4
10, Ages 9-11
20, Society Members
175, Grade 8
10, Ages 9-11
120, Grades 6-8
10, Ages 9-11
25, Grade 8
110, College Students
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March14, 1992 Dr. Larry
Silverberg
PAGESaturdayMorn.
Program
Raleigh,NC
10,Ages9-11
March 14, 1992 Dr. Larry
Silverberg
Junior Engineering
Technology
Garner, NC
50, Grades 9-12
March 14, 1992 Ms. Rona Reid Junior Engineering
Technical Society
Garner, NC
50, Grades 9-12
March 19, 1992 Dr. Fred Faculty Club
DeJarnette NCSU
Raleigh, NC
125, Faculty Wives
Club Members
March 30, 1992 Dr. Fred
DeJamette
Discovery Place
Charlotte, NC
150, Planetary Society
Members
April 11, 1992 Dr. Jim
Redmond
4-H Rocketry Day
Raleigh, NC
50, Grades 5-8
April 11, 1992 Mr. Andy
Mueller
4-H Rocketry Day
Raleigh, NC
50, Grades 5-8
April 11, 1992 Mr. Eric Clark 4-H Space Camp 60, Grades 4-7
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Workshop
TECHNOLOGY FOR LUNAR/MARS AEROBRAKES
Sponsored by
North Carolina State University and North Carolina A&T State University
MARS MISSION RESEARCH CENTER (M2RC)
a NASA University Space Engineering Research Center
Mission Valley Inn, Raleigh, NC
October 30 - 31, 1990
PROGRAM
Tuesday, October 30. 1990
7:45 - 8:30 am Registration, Mission Valley Inn
8:30 - 8:45 Welcoming Remarks, James Ferrell, Dean of Engineering, NCSU
Overview of MzRC, Fred DeJarnette, Director
8:45 9:15
9:15 - 9:45
9:45- 10:15
10:15- 10:30
10:30 - 11:00
"An Overview of the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) and
Exploration Technology Programs"
Invited Speaker - Steve Wander, NASA Headquarters
"The Space Exploration Initiative Aerobraking Technology Project"
Invited Speaker - Chuck Eldred, NASA Aerobraking Technology
Project Manager
"Recent Developments in Mars/Lunar Mission Studies"
Gerald Walberg, JIAFS/George Washington University
Break
"Integration of Aerobrake Technologies into Mars Mission Systems"
Invited Speakers - Irwin E. Vas and Gordon R. Woodcock,
Boeing Aerospace and Electronics
11:00- 11:05
11:05 - 11:20
11:20- 11:35
11:35- 11:45
11:45 - 1:00 pm
McDonnell Douglas-M2RC Aerobrake Project
Introductory Remarks
Gordon Lee, NCSU
"Mars Aerobrake Assembly Demonstration"
Invited Speaker - John Garvey, McDonnell Douglas Space
Systems Company
"Design, Fabrication, and Testing of an Aerobrake Mock-up"
Robert Stanley, NCSU
Concluding Remarks and Future Activities
Gordon Lee, NCSU
Lunch - Mordecai Room, Mission Valley Inn
pRECEDING PAGE E,LANK NOT FILMED
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1:00 -
1:30 -
1:45 -
2:00 -
2:10 -
2:20 -
2:30 -
2:45 -
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:10
2:20
2:30
2:45
3:00
Hypersonic Aerodynamics
"Overview of Hypersonic Aerodynamics Research at the Mars Mission
Research Center"
Experimental Research - N. Chokani, NCSU
Computational Research - H. Hassan, NCSU
"Surface Pressure Distribution on a 60" Blunt Cone"
Graham Candler, NCSU
"Direct Simulation Monte Carlo with Ionization and Radiation"
Invited Speaker - Ann Carlson, NASA Langley Research Center
"Equilibrium Radiation Calculations for Mars and Earth Entry"
Brian Platz, NCSU
"Effect of Surface Deformation on Heating Rates"
Stacey Rock, NCSU
"Ballistic Range Measurements of Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment for
a Blunt Cone at Mach Numbers 6 to 21 in Carbon Dioxide and Air"
Jim Packard, NCSU
Discussion of Hypersonic Aerodynamics
Break
3:00 -
3:20 -
3:40 -
3:55 -
NCSU
4:00 -
4:15 -
4:30 -
3:20
3:40
3:55
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
6:30
7:30
Structures
"Overview of Aerobrake Structures - Structural Configurations,
Modeling and Analyses"
Ivatury Raju, A&T
"Modeling and Analysis of Aerobrake Space Frame Structures"
William Craft, A&T
"Modeling and Analysis of Aerobrake (Space Frame) Structures Under
Bending"
Fuh-Gwo Yuan, NCSU
"Modeling and Analyses of Aerobrake (Truss and Semi Monocoque
Structures)," (Introduction to Student Presentations) - Eric Klang,
"Modeling and Analyses of Aerobrake Truss Structures"
Greg Washington, NCSU
"Modeling and Analyses of Semi Monocoque Structures"
John Hairr, NCSU
Discussion of Structural Issues
Social Hour (with cash bar) - Expo Center, Mission Valley Inn
Pig Pickin' - Expo Center, Mission Valley Inn (informal dress)
Speaker: John A. Bailey, Head of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering, NCSU
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Wednesday. October 31.1990
Materials
8:15 - 8:30 "Assessment of Materials for Aerobrake Components"
Sarma Avva, A&T
8:30 - 8:45 "On the Thermal Conductivity of Fibers and Fibrous Composites"
Abdul Fahmy, NCSU
8:45 - 9:00 "Fracture Mechanics Studies of Braided Composites"
Juri Filatovs, A&T
9:00 - 9:15 "Composite Material Concepts for Semi-rigid Aerobrakes"
Ray Foye, A&T
9:15 - 9:30 "Evaluation of Mechanical Properties of Braided Composites with and
without Embedded Microballoons"
Malcolm Lyon, A&T
9:30 - 9:45 Discussion of Materials for Aerobrake
9:45- 10:00 Break
10:00 - 10:05
10:05- 10:15
10:15- 10:30
Fabrication
Introductions of Student Presentations
Aly EI-Shiekh, NCSU
"An Overview of the Fabrications"
Rona Reid, NCSU
"Liquid Transfer Molding of Structures and the Manufacture of a 1/30
Scale Fiberglass Aerobrake"
Randy Stabler, A&T
10:30- 11:00
11:00- 11:15
11:15- 11:30
11:30- 11:45
11:45 - 12:30
1:30 - 3:00
pm
Spacecraft Controls
"A Priori Evaluations of the Terminal Descent Phase of the Viking
Lander"
Invited Speaker - Ray Montgomery, NASA Langley Research
Center
"Introduction to Minimum Fuel/Time Control of Large Flexible
Spacecraft"
James Redmond, NCSU
"Development of Experimental Structure for Verification of Aerobrake
Minimum Fuel/Time Control Techniques"
John Meyer, NCSU
Discussion of Fabrication and Controls
Visit to Centennial Campus
Informal Visit to Laboratories
2110A Broughton (Dr. Silverberg)
202C Nelson (Dr. Mohamed)
306B Nelson (Dr. EI-Shiekh)
239A Riddick (Dr. Fahmy)
8:30-
8:45-
10:00-
11:30-
12:30-
2:00-
3:30-
5:00-
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AEROBRAKESTRUCTURALDESIGN
at
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCHCENTER
NATIONAL TRANSONICFACILITY
5 WESTTAYLOR ROAD
BUILDING 1236,ROOM 108
Wednesday,June19,1991
8:45
10:00
11:30
12:30
2:00
3:30
5:00
atn Welcome and Introduction. Dr. C. P.Young, Jr.,
North Carolina State University
Overview of Ma4s Mission Research Center Design Activity and
Mission Definition. Dr. G. D. Walberg, George Washington
University
TPS Design Alternatives and Structural Interaction Issues.
Jim Russell, Lockheed Engineering and Sciences
Lunch
Structural Design, Packaging, and Assembly: Concepts and Issues.
John Dorsey, Structural Mechanics Division, NASA Langley
Structural Design, Integration, and Methodology.
Don Hedgepath, Systems Engineering Division, NASA Langley
General Discussion
Adjourn
Attendance
Mars Mission Research Center Faculty and Students
NASA Personnel and Contractors
25
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Aerodynamic Heating Workshop
NASA Johnson Space Center
August 5-6, 1991
Dr. Fred R. DeJarnette conducted a workshop on Aerodynamic Heating Methods for personnel at
NASA Johnson Space Center and Lockheed Space Company. Attendance was 18.
Monday. August 5
8:30 a.m. Introduction Dr. Carl Scott
8:40 Overview of Aeroheating Needs and Problems Stan Bouslog
Project Needs
Near-Term:
Orbiter
AFE
ACRV
Long-Term:
Lunar/Mars Mission Vehicles
Present Aeroheating Prediction Methods
Proposed Improvements
9:00 Status and Recent Results of Axisymmetric Analog Mike An
Description of Streamline Code
Validation Effort
Future Plans
9:30 Overview of Methods for Predicting Heating DeJarnette
to 3-D Bodies
10:00 Using 3-D Boundary-Layer Codes with DeJarnette
2-Layer Method Li-Lee
General Description
Description of Existing BL Codes
Advantages/Problem
11:00 Calculating 3-D Stag.Pt. Heating Rates DeJarnette
12:00 Lunch
1:00 pm Fundamentals of Axisymmetric Analog DeJarnette
General Description of Method
Range of Validity/Applicability
Differences (Advantages & Disadvantages
of Pressure and Velocity Methods of Obtaining
Streamlines and Metrics)
Sample Results
2:30 CFD Flowfield/Streamline Code An/Wang
Integration Problems
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Monday. August 5 (continued)
3:00 Two-Layer Methods for Variable
Entropy and Chemical Nonequilibrium
Boundary-Layer Edge Conditions
Effect of Entropy Layer Swallowing
Entropy Trends near stag. pt. and
further downstream
Problems and cautions
4:00 General Discussion
To_sday, August 6
9:00 am New Approach for Matching Boundary-layer
Profiles with Inviscid Solution
10:30 Thermal and chemical Nonequilibrium Effects
12:00 Lunch
1:00 pm
2:00
Methods for Near-Term Projects
Methods for Long-Term Projects
3:00 Discussion and Summary Statements
DeJarnette
All
DeJarnette
DeJarnette
DeJarnette
DeJarnette
All
4:00 Adjourn
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8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
10:45
11:10 -
11:35 -
12:00 -
1:00 -
1:25 -
1:50
2:00
THE LaRC GNC TECHNICAL COMMITTEE AND THE MARS
MISSION RESEARCH CENTER PRESENTS
ONGOING PROGRESS IN SPACECRAFT CONTROLS
BUILDING 1192C, ROOM 124
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
HAMPTON, VIRGINIA
JANUARY 13, 1992
8:30 a.m. Refreshments
9:00 Keynote Speaker: Dr. Jerry Walberg (NCSU)
Review of Mars Mission Scenarios
9:30 Questions and Open Discussion
TECHNICAL PROGRAM
10:00 Optimal Control of Hereditary Systems with
Aerospace Applications, Dr. E. N. Chukwu (NCSU)
10:30 Sensor Filter Designs for Large Flexible
Space Structures, Nancy Nimmo (LaRC)
10:45 Coffee Break
1 I:10 Fuel Optimal Maneuver: Experimental
Testbeds, John L. Meyer (NCSU)
11:35 Fuel Optimal Reboost of Flexible Spacecraft,
Jim Redmond (NCSU)
12:00 Initial Investigation of an Adaptive
Discrete-Time Controller for Nonlinear
Time-Varying Robotic Models, S. S. Giang (NCSU)
1:00 p.m. Lunch Break
1:25 Identification of Linear System Models and State
Estimators for Controls, Dr. C. W. Chen (NCSU)
1:50 Fuzzy Logic Controllers for Manipulator
Systems: Preliminary Results, R. Stanley, H and
H. Roberts (NCSU)
2:00 Break
4:00 PANEL DISCUSSION
Long Term Research Requirements in Spacecraft Control
Moderator: Dr. Gordon Johnston, NASA Headquarters
NASA LaRC Panelists: MMRC Panelists:
Dr. Ray Montgomery Dr. Larry Silverberg
Mr. Jerry Newsom Dr. Gordon Lee
Mr. Lawrence W. Taylor, Jr. Dr. E. N. Chukwu
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Workshop
TECHNOLOGY FOR INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
Sponsored by
North Carolina State University and North Carolina A&T State University
MARS MISSION RESEARCH CENTER (M2RC)
a NASA University Space Engineering Research Center
Brownestone Hotel, Raleigh, NC
October 31 - November 1, 1989
PROGRAM
Monday, October 30, 1989
7:00 - 9:00 pm Advance Registration, Brownestone Hotel
Tuesday_, October 31, 1989
7:30- 8:30 am Registration, Brownestone Hotel
8:30- 8:45 Welcome and Introductions
8:45 - 9:00 "The Mars Mission Research Center" - Fred DeJamette, Director
9:00 - 9:30 "Interplanetary Aerobraking: Program Status Report"
Invited Speaker - Robert Braun NASA/Headquarters
9:30 - 10:00 "Aerobraking for Mars Missions"
Invited Speaker - Jerry Walberg, JIAFS/GWU
10:00 - 10:15 Break
10:15 - 10:45 "Aero Assist - Key to Space Transportation and a Case for the
Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE)"
Invited Speaker - Paul Siemers, NASA/Langley
Hypersonic Aerodynamics
10:45 - 11:30 Overviews of Research in M2RC
Graham Candler, Wayland Griffith, and Hassan Hassan, NCSU
11:30 - 12:00 Panel Discussion
12:00 - 1:30 Lunch Break
Structures
1:30 - 2:00 "Mars Aerobrake Assembly Demonstration:
Invited Speaker - John Garvey, McDonnell Douglas/HB
2:00 - 2:30 pm "Orbital Assembly of Large Structures"
Invited Speaker - Harold Bush, NASA/Langley
2:30 - 3:00 pm Overviews of Research in M2RC
William Craft, A&T and Eric Klang, NCSU
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3:00- 3:15 pm
3:15- 3:45
3:45- 4:15
4:15 - 4:45
6:30
Break
Controls
"ResearchActivities in theControl/StructuresInteractionProgram"
InvitedSpeaker- Jer-NanJuang,NASA Langley
Overviewsof Researchin M2RC
GordonLee andLarry Silverberg,NCSU
Paneldiscussion- moderator:JohnDorsey,NASA/Langley
Brian Platz,NCSU
Pigpickin' atNCSUFacultyClub
Invited Speaker- SamuelMassenberg,NASA/Langley
"LongDurationExposureFacility (LDEF)"
Wednesday,November1,
8:30- 9:00 am
9:00 - 9:30
9:30- 10:00
10:00- 10:15
10:15- 11:15
11:15- 11:45
11:45- 1:30
1989
Composite Materials
"Use of Advanced Thermoplastic Composite Materials and Processes"
Invited Speaker - George Husman, BASF
"The Performance of Polymer Matrix Fibrous Composites in Extreme"
Environments"
Invited Speaker - Roger Morgan, Michigan Molecular Institute
Overviews of Research in M2RC
Ivatury Raju and Robert Sadler, A&T
Break
Overviews of Research in M2RC
Ivatury Raju and Robert Sadler, A&T
Abdel Fahmy and Sal Torquato, NCSU
Panel discussion
Luncheon at Brownestone Hotel
Invited Speaker - James Starnes, NASA/Langley
"Composite Structures Research at NASA Langley Research Center"
Fabrication
1:30- 2:00
2:00 - 2:30
"Modeling of Textile Structural Composites"
Invited Speaker - Frank Ko, Drexel University
Overviews of Research in M2RC
Aly E1-Shiekh and Mansour Mohamed, NCSU
2:30 - Visits to NCSU laboratories



